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JOHN MUIR, A STRANGER 
IN THE SOUTHLAND 
NICHOLAS C. POLOS 
Dr. Nicholas C. Palos, Asso. Prof. of History at La Verne College, Grad. 
Div., completed a portion of this research under a La Verne College Grant. 
Parts of this research are taken from the Muir Papers and Letters at the 
Stuart Library, University of the Pacific, the Bancroft Library, Univ. of 
California at Berkeley, and the American Academy of Arts and Sciences 
in New York City. 
"To those of us who live and work amid the artificiality of city 
life there is something irresistibly attractive in the idea of being 
close to the heart of nature, wearing old clothes and living for a 
time the free and easy life which we would like to imagine was 
lived before the call of the city became insistent." 
RoBERT VAN CouRT1 
When John Muir was traveling with Charles S. Sargent on 
a Forestry Commission survey in 1898 together they reached the 
top of the Grandfather Mountain in the Appalachian range. Muir 
was quite enthusiastic about the grand view, but when looking 
about he noticed that Sargent wasn't saying a word. At this point 
Muir said : "There you stand in the face of Heaven come down on 
earth, like a critic of the universe, as if to say, Come, Nature, 
bring on the best you have: I'm from Boston!"2 Naturally, to men 
like Muir who viewed the wilderness as a cathedral for "rest" in-
spiration, and prayers," the action or lack of it on the part of his 
traveling companion seemed strange. Why should anyone take 
pride in an urban settlement when he had the wild flowers and 
the mountain scenery at his finger-tips? 
Many years before when Muir reached New York on the return 
from his "Thousand-Mile Walk," he stayed on the ship he had 
arrived in and limited his excursions within the city to the environs 
of that ship. He knew that he was far more at ease in the wilder-
ness of nature than in the asphalt wilderness of the urban jungle. 
He wanted to go to Central Park, in New York City, to see 
Frederick Law Olmstead's masterpiece, but he was afraid he 
could not find his way back, and he also would have liked to ex-
plore the city, to roam about easily, "if, like a lot of wild hills 
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and valleys, it was clear of inhabitants."3 Muir may have been 
afraid of alligators (see his A Thousand Mile Walk) and although 
he was not anti-social as many have claimed, he seemed to have 
preferred the company of the forest animals to that of "homo 
sapiens." Indeed, the most important effect the one-thousand mile 
walk had on Muir was to convince him that he was on the side 
of nature in any conflict with man. His conclusion was simple and 
direct although his writings do reveal that he did not embrace the 
Darwinian concept whole-heartedly. Muir wrote: "Well I have 
precious little sympathy for the selfish propriety of civilized man, 
and if a war of races should occur between the wild beasts and 
Lord Man I would be tempted to sympathize with the bears."4 
He was convinced that nature was not provided for man's use, 
and he gave "thanks to God for claws and teeth so long.";:; 
There is little doubt that Muir always heard a different drummer 
than most nineteenth-century men. He used an understanding of 
nature as a way to find intuition into the nature of God. Influ-
enced by Emerson and Thoreau (compared to Muir, however, 
Thoreau was a suburban commuter), Muir went beyond the tran-
scendentalists and seemed to include Darwinian-like overtone in 
some of his writings. Note, for example, his use of the phrase 
"nature red in tooth and claw." Some interpreters who see Muir as 
a romantic wanderer in the woods object to this Darwinian inter-
pretation of Muir's philosophy, however, a careful scrutiny of his 
writings will reveal that Muir was more than a tourist in the 
mountains. 
Although one historian, Roderick Nash, considered John Muir as 
a "publicizer," history is forced to list him among the pholosophers 
of the wilderness. 6 This is based, in part, upon a biographical state-
ment made by the artist Robinson in describing Muir, and is to 
be found in a letter written by Muir to R. U. Johnson. Muir seems 
to delight in Robinson's description of himself (of Muir) because 
with some glee he repeats this, and calls himself a "self-styled 
poetico-trampo-geologist-bot. ]sic[ and ornith-natural, etc!-!-!"7 
One of the ironies of the nineteenth century was that with the 
rise of the city there also arose the feeling that the wilderness was 
a "psychic necessity," and a rush back to nature began in America 
that was to turn in time into a torrent of tourists storming the 
forests. The publicity director of the National Park Service wrote: 
"Love of beauty is practically a universal passion. It is that which 
lures millions into the fields, valleys, woods, and mountains on 
every holiday, which crowds our ocean lands and railroads."8 
The crowds did not seem to bother John Muir, and he cheerfully 
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noted that "the scenery habit, even in its most artificial forms, 
mixed with spectacles, silliness and kodaks, was part of the Ameri-
can way of life."9 
Muir had spent a large part of his life as a tourist. 10 His whole 
life is the story of one visit after another. He roamed the world 
from Scotland to Wisconsin, to the Gulf, the Yosemite, to the 
Sequoias, Alaska, and many other areas. One area that he did not 
neglect was southern California. In his flight from the crowds of 
humanity he even enjoyed writing about the wilderness, and 
he seemed to sense that "with most Americans you reach inti-
macy most quickly by talking about the woods."11 
In a letter to the editor of the San Francisco Evening Bulletin, 
dated September 1, 1877, he described his visit to the San Gabriel 
mountains.12 Muir had spent most of his California lifetime in the 
northern ranges, the Yosemite and the Sequoias. On March 28, 
1868, Muir arrived in San Francisco via the isthmus of Panama 
from New York City. He stayed one day in the City by the Golden 
Gate, then inquired of a townsman the nearest way out of town. 
"Where do you want to go," he was asked, and he replied, "to any 
place that is wild."13 He had spent much of his life in the Califor-
nia wilderness, but like John Swett, his life-long friend, the famous 
California "Frontier Schoolmaster," Muir rarely crossed the grape-
vine, and although he made several trips south, he was essentially 
"A Stranger in the Southland." 
In his Steep Trails Muir described his visit to the southland in 
two delightful chapters titled "The San Gabriel Valley" and "The 
San Gabriel Mountains." Muir did not need any complex excuse 
to make this trip. He explained his basic philosophy underlying 
any trip that he made when he wrote: "You know that I have not 
lagged behind in the work of exploring our grand wildernesses, 
and in calling everybody to come and enjoy the thousand blessings 
they have to offer."14 
He came down to sunny southern California via ship and landed 
in Santa Monica. From there he rode through bare, brown plains 
and orange groves to the "handsome, conceited town of Los 
Angeles, where one finds Spanish adobes and Yankee shingles 
meeting and overlapping in very curious antagonism." Strangers to 
the southland of California always seem to have mixed feelings 
about the City of the Angels. For example, when John Swett, the 
"Horace Mann of California," first visited the city in Februa1y 
1865, he wrote : "I found Los Angeles basking in the warm sun-
shine at the foot of a picturesque range of mountains in all the 
lazy loveliness of a semi-tropical climate." Unlike Muir, John Swett 
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was not impressed with the city, and described it "as a singular 
compound of adobe walls, covered by shocking bad 'tile,' . . . all 
presenting a mixed appearance like the people who lived there. " 1 ~ 
Muir had a sharp eye for nature and his judgement was gen-
erally tempered with scientific observation. He considered the 
"sun valley of San Gabriel" to be one of the brightest spots in all 
America and with his tongue in cheek he observed that the area 
was not semi-tropical as so many visitors to the southland claimed 
it was. Muir quipped "Nothing I have noticed strikes me as semi, 
save the brusque little bits of civilization with which the wilder-
ness is checkered."1u After visiting his old friend Doctor Cougar 
with whom Muir had studied mathematics and chemistry many 
years ago, Muir decided to leave Pasadena and make his way to-
ward the San Gabriel Mountains. Muir was a mountain man by 
nature and they attracted him like a magnet. Before he was able 
to do so Dr. Congar insisted on showing him some of the fine 
orange groves. The two men visited the Wilson grove - a ten acre 
grove eighteen years old, the previous year's crop from this grove 
had been sold for twenty thousand dollars. Muir was an eager stu-
dent of the fruit and orchard culture and in his later years this 
information proved to be most valuable for him when he acquired 
a furit ranch of his own, next to John Swett's Hill Girt Ranch, in 
Alhambra Valley near Martinez, California. Muir noted that lem-
ons and limes, olives, almonds, English walnuts, and even the 
Florida banana were cultivated in the Pasadena area. He was de-
lighted with the building and planting in the San Gabriel valley, 
and he wrote philosophically in his journal: "When a man plants 
a tree he plants himself . .. Favorite trees fill his mind, and, while 
tending them like children, and accepting the benefits they bring, 
he becomes himself a benefactor."17 
His description of the Pasadena Colony, located on the south-
west corner of the San Pasqua} Rancho, is couched in Scottish 
humor. Numbering about sixty families it was mostly drawn, 
observed Muir, from "a better class of vagabond pioneers, who, 
during their rolling-stone days have managed to gather sufficient 
gold moss to purchase from ten to forty acres of land."18 Muir 
noted that these workers worked "like ants in a sunny noonday," 
who counted "their orange chicks before they were hatched" and 
that their conversation had a "smack of mental ozone." 
Labor was scarce in the valley then, and the price of land too 
high for poor settlers. Muir also insisted without an eye for the 
future that the climate, although a fine climate, did not and could 
not form "a reliable inducement for very sick people." Muir wrote 
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in his notes "No such health fountain has been found and this 
climate, fine as it is, seems, like most others, to be adapted for 
well people only." He naturally preferred the summer climate of 
the fir and pine woods of the Sierra Nevada which he stoutly 
claimed was much healthier, but not as well-known as that of the 
southland which had "been advertised like patent medicines."1n In 
judging the human culture John Swett, Muir's life-long educator 
friend, proved to be more astute than John Muir. Before leaving 
the Los Angeles area, Swett admitted that the area was rich in 
"great expectations," and when writing about the scenery of south-
ern California to his wife, March 3, 1865, he said: 
TI1e weather has been fine but quite, cold. I have found many pleasant 
people, and think I have done something for the schools. I am beginning 
to want to get home because I miss you and the baby. I wish you were 
here to see this beautiful country."o 
Muir considered the wilderness of the southland as "pure and 
untamable as the sea." He found the mountains of San Gabriel to 
be "most ruggedly, thornily savage," and he admitted that the 
mountains were more inaccessible than the Sierras. Muir carefully 
walked the steep slopes of the San Gabriel mountains. As always 
he cautioned that real understanding of nature came only to those 
who left the crowd for a time, camped in the wild meadows to 
"get their good tidings.""1 
In his travels in the San Gabriel mountains, or what Muir called 
the "thorny wilderness," he was delighted with the forest gardens 
and the wild animals he saw in their natural habitant.22 However, 
his description of the San Gabriel mountains was most inaccurate. 
This is surprising since Muir had great experience as a geologist 
and topographer. He wrote: 
San Antonio, the dominating peak, rises toward the east extremity of 
the range to a height of about six thousand feet, forming a sure landmark 
throughout the valley . . . There is nothing of the grandeur of snow, or 
glaciers, or deep forests . .. no traces of gardens or waterfalls.2:l 
The San Antonio peak is over ten thousand feet and covered with 
snow almost six months of the year. Muir's visit was in September 
which is the end of the hot summer season in the southland. Dur-
ing the early winter and spring thaw there are many gardens and 
torrential winterfalls in the San Gabriel mountains! 
Supplying himself with some bread and dry tea, Muir set out to 
explore the mountains."4 Because he was not used to the warm eli-
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mate of the southland, compounded by the inconvenience of a new 
pair of shoes, his progress was slow. On the first day he only went 
as far as Eaton Canyon. He camped in an old cabin near Eaton 
Creek, and the next day made his way to the foot of "The Fall," 
a water-fall of some forty feet which poured into a mirror pool. 
He called it "the Yosemite of San Gabriel," and observed that it 
was a meeting place for "Gabriel lads and lassies from common-
place orange groves, to make love . . ."~~ His journals are filled 
with descriptions of the furry mosses, the ferns, and maples and 
sycamores which grew among the large boulders. 
Muir then made his way out of the valley on the west side, and 
followed the ridge that forms the western rim of the Eaton Basin 
to the summit of the nearest peak, and from there he crossed the 
middle of the basin, over smaller ridges out over to the eastern 
rim. He found hiking difficult, covered with steep trails, heavy 
chaparral, and large rocks, but he was compensated from time 
to time by the panoramic views of the large valley and a distant 
view of the ocean . ~G 
Muir then camped at the summit making his "bed on smooth 
cobble-stones," drawing water from the boulder pools, enjoying 
the old live oaks, the luxuriant ferns, lilies over ten feet high, and 
the many flowers in full bloom. 
The next day he followed up the channel of a tributary whose 
source led to Mount San Antonio. The area was so wild and so 
heavily covered with ferns, mostly woodwardias, aspidiums and 
maidenhairs, later on with heavy chaparral, that he found that he 
had to creep forward on his hands and knees. During this entire 
trip Muir only met one human being, a prospector for water of 
Spaninsh origin, who welcomed him like a "hacendado" welcomes 
his guests. His only other visitor was a rattler that Muir found, 
after having a "snaky feeling" between his legs. Muir claims that 
the rattler had "a bashful look in his eye," but he avoided the 
snake nevertheless. 27 
That night he camped near the heart of the basin, near what he 
called "a grand system of cascades from ten to two hundred feet 
high, one following the other in close succession and making a 
total descent of nearly seventeen hundred feet. "~8 The next day he 
followed the bear trails down to the narrow notch of the dry 
channel. He observed that most of the plants in the area were 
identical with those of the Sierra. This was important to Muir be-
cause one of the reasons why he made this trek southward was to 
compare the flora and fauna with the northern areas. He was, 
however, delighted with the spruce trees in the area especially 
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since this was a species new to him. 2~ Another thing that pleased 
Muir was the absence of sheep or what he called "hoofed locusts" 
or the "felted phalanx." He objected to the latter because he felt 
that they destroyed the wild flowers and grasses that were a part 
of the mountain scenery. In one of his journals he wrote : " ... but 
I am sure that if all the flocks and herds, together with all the 
other mongrel victims of civilization, were hidden to me, I should 
rejoice beyond the possibility of any note of wail."30 When his 
small supply of bread was gone, Muir headed for the settlements 
in the San Gabriel valley. This was his only trip to the San Gabriel 
mountains, although he did later visit the southland on other occa-
sions. 
Muir was not the first explorer in the San Gabriel mountains. 
The Jedediah Smith party of trappers crossed near Cajon Pass en-
route to the Mission San Gabriel in November 1826, and recrossed 
the pass on their northward journey in February 1827, and their 
journals make reference to "lofty mountains, handsomely timbered 
with pine and cedar," just west of Cajon Pass.31 In April 1844 
while exploring the Mojave Desert, John C. Fremont, commented 
on "a snowy peak to the southward," which must have been Mt. 
San Antonio, but he did not explore the mountain regions.32 
In 1853, while looking for possible railroad routes Lieutenant 
Robert S. Williamson's Pacific Railroad Survey party explored both 
sides of the San Gabriel mountains; and in 1861, Josiah D. Whit-
ney, the director of the California Geological Survey visited the 
southern fringes of the San Gabriel mountains, and in his final 
report on the· geology of California published in 1865 he described 
the mountain region.3:J 
There had been some early mining activity in the San Antonio 
Canyon region as early as 1862, but the miners kept few records 
describing the area. In July of 1875, Louis Nell, the chief topo-
grapher of the U.S. Army's Wheeler Survey, along with a small 
party of soldiers, explored the Lytle Creek area of the San 
Gabriel mountains, and travelled along the Devil's Backbone.34 
None of the early travelers in the San Gabriel mountains left any 
substantial records of their explorations in these mountains. This 
accomplishment must be credited to John Muir, the explorer, 
naturalist and mountain man from the North! 
It is difficult to measure the significance of this southern experi-
ence on Muir's life. It would be obvious to say that Muis acquired 
important information on the flora and fauna of the San Gabriel 
mountains which ostensibly was the original purpose of his visit. 
Prior to this Muir had been curious about the environment of the 
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mountains in southern California. his visit confirmed his point of 
view in regard to the climate of the Southland, i.e., that he felt 
that its salubrious effects were exaggerated. While in the South-
land he did acquire valuable information on orchard methods 
which he put to good use later in his life when he went in the 
furit-growing business in Alhambra Valley on the Stenzel Ranch. 
John Muir was an interpreter. He interpreted the wonderland 
of our Sierra to all the world. His descriptions of the birds, the 
winds, the trees, the moods and passion of the southern California 
mountains are a classic everywhere. Taken as a part of the totality 
of Muir's experiences in the mountains his southland trip served 
to convince Muir of America's needs for national parks, and served 
in part as a stimulus for his later activities to formulate the Sierra 
Club to preserve this wilderness. 
The nation is indebted to John Muir because he worked hard to 
convince the American people that the wilderness needed to be 
protected. In this respect he was the advance agent of the twen-
tieth-century environmentalists. He became a publicist, a "one-man 
Madison A venue of the transcendent beauty of the wilderness." 
Although in his later years he became an orchard owner, he 
really frowned upon orchards which he considered "barbarous," 
and he did not share with his fellow man any appreciation of de-
veloped land. This is one of the inconsistencies in Muir's philoso-
phy, a kind of ambivalence and for years he insisted that the 
aphorism that "Culture is an apple orchard; Nature is a crab," was 
a distortion of immense proportions.35 
Muir was a mountain man committed to the wilderness life. 
Long before this trip to the San Gabriel mountains he had become 
convinced that the thematic polarity between the dignity of the 
wild creatures and the degeneracy of the tame was sound and 
valid. His visit to the southland with its orchards and its wild 
San Gabriel mountains only seemed to confirm this point of view. 
according to Muir wild nature was completely identified with the 
mountains, and to him there was something holy and awe-inspiring 
in the sublimity of the mountains.:36 He viewed the mountains, in-
cluding the San Gabriel mountains naturally, as one of God's im-
mortal gifts, and his visit there only served to support his long 
held transcendental notion that the greatest unity could be found 
in the contemplation and absorption in what he called "this God-
ful wilderness." In this respect he was more than a scientist since 
he developed from such visits to the many mountain regions of 
California, both north and south which he frequented a philosophy 
of nature conditioned by a predisposition toward idealism. 
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Frontier Marshal of the 1920's: Sam 
Day and the Murder of Frank Dugan 
CLIFFORD E. TRAFZER 
Oklahoma State University 
As in earlier frontiers, Arizona's law enforcement agencies dur-
ing the 1920's were severely handicapped in establishing law 
and order. 1 This was due primarily to the remoteness of the region, 
to the great distances between administrative centers, and to the 
corruptness of local officialsY Consequently, lawlessness still exist-
ed in Arizona during the first quarter of the twentieth century, 
particularly in Northeastern Arizona where there were few Anglo-
American settlers and even fewer peace officers.3 Some Arizona 
lawmen like Frank J. Wattron, John H. Slaughter, and Carl Hay-
den gained considerable recognition through their exploits.4 How-
ever, there were several little-known officers of the law who were 
no less important as Arizona agents of law and order. Such was 
the case of United States Deputy Marshal Samuel Edward Day, Jr., 
of St. Michaels, Arizona. 5 
Sam Day was born in Chaffee County, Colorado, in 1881, and 
migrated with his parents to Arizona in 1883.6 He grew up at his 
father's ranch at the Cienega Amarilla, a large spring-fed meadow 
located below the towering buttes of the Chuska Mountains at 
the present site of St. Michaels.7 Sam and his brothers, Charles and 
William, were educated by Father Anselm Weber at the Francis-
can Mission in St. Michaels.8 Through his pious education and 
through the judicious teachings of his father, Sam learned to ap-
preciate and respect those values associated with law and order.9 
Day served as United States Deputy Marshal for nearly five 
years during which time he became involved in an intriguing 
murder case. On the night of January 17, 1922, the Cross Canyon 
Trading Post went up in flames and the head trader, Frank Dugan, 
was reported missing.10 Deputy Marshal Day began an immediate 
investigation into the causes of the fire and went to the Cross Can-
yon Trading Post to look among the rubble for clues. Day was 
amazed to find Dugan's charred remains among the burnt ruins of 
the hay house as well as a blood stained reach of a wagon that 
had been broken in two. Sam decided to investigate the matter 
fmther and learned from local residents that in eal'ly January 
Dugan was sent a 12,000 pound shipment of flour from the C. C. 
Manning Company which he stored in his warehouse. This both-
ered Day because he had found no trace of the flour when he in-
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vestigated the ruins of the Cross Canyon Trading Post. Day began 
to suspect that outlaws had robbed the post and killed the trader. 
He observed that "the flour was gone and it hadn't been burned 
- it couldn't have."11 
Day continued his investigation and soon interviewed a Navajo 
Indian named Albert Chee who was said to have been at the Cross 
Canyon Trading Post on the night of January 17, 1922. Chee told 
Day that on that evening he had decided to go to the trading 
post to purchase food for his family and salt for his horse. On his 
way to the post Chee stopped to visit Hosteen Chue Begay who 
accompanied him to the post. Chee explained that when they ar-
rived, a group of Navajos was trading with Frank Dugan. Begay 
and Chee quietly waited for this group to finish their business be-
fore they began their transactions. When the group left, Chee 
told Day that he "got the trader to let me have five dollars in 
'trade on a belt which I had in pawn at the store. When I had 
traded out my five dollars I sat down behind the stove."12 
Then two Navajos entered the post; One was Hosteen Chue 
Badane and the other was Two Tooths Son - it was rumored that 
both were robbers and killers. 13 When they entered the trading 
post they walked directly to the wood stove to warm themselves. 
Budane complained to Dugan because there was no fire in the 
stove and turned to the trader and said "give me some hay." Chee 
told Day that Dugan agreed to go out and that he walked from 
behind the counter and out of the door where he waited for the 
Navajos to clear out of his store. The one-armed Indian trader was 
without a weapon as he approached the hay house, unaware of 
the coming events.14 · 
Chee testified that he and Begay walked past the hay house to 
where they had tied up their horses. Chee told Day that when 
he turned his horse around to mount, he saw "Hosteen Chue 
Badane hit the storekeeper over the head with a club."15 Sam 
further questioned Albert Chee about this incident and learned 
that Dugan was not killed instantly from this first blow. Two 
Tooths Son allegedly struck Dugan again on the head knocking 
the trader to the ground. Chee explained that Badane and Two 
Tooths Son took turns clubbing Dugan until the trader had met 
certain death.16 
Begal and Chee stood by and watched the two Navajos beat the 
blood stained body of Frank Dugan; instead of raising opposition 
to the murderers, they decided to flee. While galloping out of the 
area, Chee saw Badane and Two Tooths Son "trying to put the 
storekeeper in the hay house." Chee raced his pony to the east as 
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Begay lay out in the opposite direction. Skirting the cliff over-
looking the Cross Canyon Post and stopping at the top of the 
bluff, Chee listened to the death-filled air. In a distance, in the 
direction of the trading post, Chee heard the sound of approach-
ing wagons and therefore spurred his horse east to White Mule's 
place. Chee testified that he stayed at White Mules until nightfall 
when he went to an abandoned hogan and spent the night.H 
Day was convinced that the primary motive for the killing was 
robbery because the bandits stole the large quantity of flour stored 
at the post. Day maintained that "the Indians who killed Dugan 
stole the flour, taking it away in wagons. They took the flour and 
some other things from the store to an empty hogan near Black 
Mountain and hid it there and sold it." Furthermore, Day stated 
that Navajos from this region "turned over to me some strings of 
beads still carrying the Cross Canyon pawn ticket."18 
Although Day believed that the flour was the primary motive 
for the slaying, he also thought that there was a degree of skul-
duggery behind the matter. The theft was too well planned for 
events to follow in the sequences that they did. Moreover, Day 
could not understand why Dugan had to be murdered in order for 
the outlaws to steal the flour. Sam definitely felt that there were 
other factors and reasons behind the killing. Hence, he set out to 
gather evidence and suspects so that he could jail the murderous 
culprits.l9 On January 23, 1922, Badane, Chee, Two Tooths Son, 
and Begay were arrested by the deputy marshal for the murder of 
Frank Dugan. 20 It is questionable how valid Chee's testimony of 
the slaying really was, but it is one of the few eyewitness accounts 
that Day was able to gather. 
Deputy Marshal Day took the four murder suspects by horse-
back to the McKinley County Jail in Gallup, New Mexico. In 
November of 1922, the Indians were taken from Gallup to St. 
Johns, Arizona, to stand trial. While enroute to St. Johns, Begay 
escaped from United States Marshal Sparkes and made his way 
to the hogan of Yell ow Policeman. ~1 Yellow Policeman reportedly 
had given important information to Sam regarding the murder of 
Frank Dugan. ~2 Bent on revenge the escapee entered Yellow Po-
liceman's dwelling with his guns blazing. Begay emptied two re-
volvers at Yellow Policeman but succeeded only in wounding him. 
In disgust, Begay threw the two pistols at his victim. Although 
wounded, Yell ow Policeman secured another gun and seriously 
wounded Begay in the abdomen. ~3 Two weeks after the shooting, 
Sam reported that Begay was improving from his gunshot wound. 
In June, Sam continued working on the Dugan case and asserted 
that there were many "complications and it is taking a great deal 
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of time."25 Day's troubles grew as the months went by until No-
vember, 1922, when Day learned that the United States Attorney 
had not taken steps to bring the four murder suspects to triaJ.2G 
Furthermore, the Navajo Indian Agent, Peter Paquette, was work-
ing to have Sam dismissed as United States Deputy Marshal. 
Paquette told the Indians at Wide Ruins, Arizona, that "with their 
assistance he not only would have . . . [Day] dismissed from 
service but would also have . .. [him] removed from the limits of 
the Reservation."~7 
Day gave little attention to Paquette's verbal abuses because he 
was extremely busy gathering witnesses and suspects regarding 
the murder of Dugan. By the opening months of 1923, Day still 
was waiting to present his case against the three remaining defen-
dants. He had gathered statements, witnesses, and testimonies 
against the Navajos accused of the slaying. 
His efforts were in vain because he was relieved of his position 
as United States Deputy Marshal in April of 1923, after he had 
spent hours in pursuit of Dugan's murderers. Day wrot to Thomas 
J. Sparkes, the United States Marshal in Phoenix, asking to be 
reinstated. Day argued that "I do not think there is anyone better 
fitted for the position than I am. And I think that my record for 
the past four years in this capacity will speak for me."28 
Day claimed that Paquette had pressured Sparkes into dismiss-
ing him as United States Deputy Marshal and, therefore, wrote 
Superior Court Judge J. E. Jones explaining that "as you know I 
was asked to resign as Deputy United States Marshal by the 
United States Marshal [Thomas J. Sparkes] on account of this 
[Dugan] case and without even being given a chance to explain." 
Day argued that he "was asked to resign for reasons that the De-
partment [of Justice] would not approve of a Deputy at St. 
Michaels and which reason was a flatfooted lie as there had been 
a Deputy at St. Michaels for about seven years." Day learned 
from Mr. Sparkes that he was fired "for reasons of his own and 
which reasons were based on what Mr. Peter Paquette, the Navajo 
Indian Agent said to him about me."2!l 
Sam felt that Peter Paquette had done everything in his power 
to keep the Indians from being brought to trial. His reasons for 
believing this were stated in several pieces of correspondence to 
other legal officials throughout the state. For example, in one let-
ter he maintained that Paquette had a personal grudge against the 
entire Day family because of the actions of Day's father. Samuel 
Day, Sr., had been the administrator of the Charles McGinn estate 
and had received a judgement against Paquette for $1,580.0o.ao 
Sam Day, Jr., insisted that this was a just claim because Paquette 
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had been "dishonest in matters pertaining to the estate and against 
the orders of the Indian Department.":n 
Another reason for Paquette's bitterness toward Sam was an 
incident that occurred in 1922. A judgement had been granted 
against Paquette in the Superior Court of Apache County, and a 
Writ of Execution was sent to the deputy sheriff at St. Michaels. 
Sam was the acting Deputy Sheriff and was instructed to serve 
the Writ to Paquette. Day realized that the Indian Agent disliked 
him and would resent his position. For this reason Sam wrote the 
Sheriff of Navajo County, L. D. Divelbess, explaining his situation 
and requesting that another deputy be sent to serve the papers. 
The Sheriff understood Day's position and went to Fort Defiance 
himself to serve the Writ. Divelbess was unable to locate Paquette, 
so upon returning to St. Johns he sent a deputy to see the Indian 
Agent. Again Paquette could not be found, and Divelbess finally 
left the entire matter up to Day. Sam reluctantly went to see 
Paquette and recorded an account of their meeting. Day stated 
that on December 3, 1923 "I went to Fort Defiance and found 
Mr. Paquette in his office. Upon entering I told him [sic] that I 
was an officer and was obliged to serve the papers on him al-
though knowing the personal feeling he had for me I much rather 
some other officer would have been detailed to make the service." 
To this Paquette replied "that my trifling [sic] or nagging did not 
bother him in the least."32 
Day handed the Writ to Paquette and asked him to read it. 
When the agent was finished reading it, he tossed it on his desk 
and with a wave of his hand told Sam that the paper did not con-
cern him. Paquette decla.red that he did not owe the money and 
besides, he argued, the Navajo County Sheriff Department had 
no legal authority on the reservation. This angered Day and he 
asked Paquette if he had any documents to prove that the Sheriff's 
Department had no jurisdiction on the reservation. Paquette re-
plied that he did not, whereupon Day asked him if he meant that 
as an Indian Agent he was beyond the jurisdiction of the state 
courts. Paquette replied that the state courts had no jurisdiction 
on the reservation.aa 
Sam told the Indian Agent that the Arizona Department of Jus-
tice had instructed him to take his automobile. Paquette became 
infuriated and threatened to kill Day if he touched the automobile. 
The deputy sheriff coolly responded to the threat by announcing 
that he had also been instructed to take Paquette's phonograph. 
The enraged agent stood up and told Day to leave his office and 
to stay clear of his property. Sam left Paquette's office, mounted 
his horse, and rode to St. Michaels. That evening he typed a letter 
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to Todd Greer, the Navajo County Attorney, explaining what had 
happened and requesting that another deputy be sent to serve 
Paquette the Writ.~4 
At first Day could not understand Paquette's reasons for ob-
structing justice by using his personal influence and official posi-
tion to keep the accused murderers from being brought to trial. 
But as time wore on he found what he thought to be the primary 
reason for Paquette's negligence; the Indian Agent owed Dugan 
some money and was "sore at him." In 1921 Dugan had had the 
Superior Court of McKinley County place a judgement against 
Paquette, and Day maintained that Paquette was angry with Du-
gan over the judgment and that this may have contributed to the 
total injustice of the slaying. Sam stated that "sometime prior to 
Dugan's murder the Superior Court of McKinley County, New 
Mexico, granted Dugan a judgment against Mt. Paquette for the 
value of some sheep which Paquette had taken unlawfully from 
Dugan off the reservation." Moreover Day argued that "with 
the vindictive nature of Mr. Paquette and his disregard for honesty 
it might take more manliness than Mr. Paquette possessed to over-
look the embarrassment of the judgment and do his duty in mak-
ing every effort to secure punishment for Dugan's murderers."3G 
A grand jury finally met nearly a year after the murder and 
ordered a full investigation into Dugan's death. Much to Day's 
dismay the investigation "never materialized, and the murderers 
of Frank Dugan are laughing up their sleaves at the vain eff01ts I 
made to bring them to justice.""G Sam did not want to see the case 
dropped and, consequently, spent two years corresponding with in-
fluential people asking them to push for an investigation. Day 
felt that the people of Arizona had been deprived of justice be-
cause the killers had been set free without a complete inquiry. He 
explained that it was "a down right shame to let the case drop 
with all the evidence I had and I will say more than that, it is 
nothing less than criminal negligence on the part of the District 
Attorney to let it be dropped." Day sensed that he had "been the 
goat for the entire matter and it looks to me as though it is up to 
me to take steps to try and force something to be done."37 
Sam tried every legal means open to him to bring about a trial 
for the Indians accused of murder, but to no avail. The case was 
probably dropped because of insufficient evidence, but in Day's 
opinion the case was dropped because of the influence of Peter 
Paquette whom he felt was an unjust person unworthy of his po-
sition as Indian Agent.:;s 
Samuel Day, Jr., failed in his fight to bring about justice in the 
Dugan case because the Navajos who were arrested by him in 
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1922 for the murder of Frank Dugan were never brought to trial.39 
Nonetheless, following his dismissal as United States Deputy Mar-
shal, Day served the cause of justice as a Deputy Sheriff of 
Apache County, Constable of St. Michaels, and Justice of the 
Peace.40 Day and other peace officers like him helped to bring 
law and order to the Arizona frontier and to the American West. 
Their role in the settlement of the frontier, too long unappreciated, 
was indeed significant. 
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DESTINATION -- TOUTLE RIVER 
WILMA WINONA WELLS STANKEY 
There comes a time in every child's life, I think, when he won-
clers about his ancestors. Because my grandchildren may be inter-
ested in hearing about the "olden days" I am going to tell them 
what I can about our family - and it isn't much and doesn't go 
back very far in time. 
These stories concern only the Carnine family. When I was a 
child I spent much ti1ne on the farm tcith my grandparents. Both 
tcere wonderful story tellers and I was a child who loved to hear 
the old tales and to hear them sing the old songs. Both of them 
had good voices and the stories were interspersed with songs of an 
earlier era - "The Frog He Would a-Wooing Go" and Grandpa's 
favorite, "Tenting Tonight on the Old Camp Ground" are two that 
come to mind now. I teas a lucky little girl to have such a 
childhood. 
- Wilma Winona Wells Stankey 
Richard Seth Carnine was born to Allen and Lydia Carnine 
July 10, 1841, in Ripley County, Indiana. He was one of thirteen 
children. His mother died when she was forty-four years old! I 
don't know much about his childhood except that he had a step-
mother who was not good to him. At times he was so desperate 
that he ran away and went to an aunt, Abigail Hamilton, who 
would feed and care for him and furnish clean clothes and the love 
he needed. He always spoke of her with affection. Many years 
later I found a picture of her in an old album and had a repro-
duction made which has since been one of my prized possessions. 
Grandma was born September 22, 1844 in Carter County, Ken-
tucky. I only know that there were many children besides Hannah. 
There were several boys in the family. They lived near the Western 
border in Kentucky and when the Civil \Var broke out some of 
the boys fought with the North and some with the South. I believe 
Grandma never saw them again. I have a picture of Great Grand-
pa Smith which would have been taken before the Civil War. 
Grandpa Carnine served with an Indiana regiment during the 
war. He met Hannah Smith in St. Louis and they were married. 
Before they were married they went to a country sale, both 
riding on one horse. Grandpa bought a picture of a young girl 
holding a lamb in her arms. It was a present for Grandma and 
it hung on the wall of the Kansas soddv which was later their 
-' 
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home. Water seeped through the walls and stained the picture but 
Grandma always loved it. It was passed from oldest daughter to 
oldest daughter and now belongs to Beth Buzzard, a great grand-
daughter. Beth had it restored and it is really a treasure. 
In their little soddy home in Kansas where they had taken up a 
homestead their first children were born - Emma, Thomas, 
Charles and Myrtle and a little son who died at birth. 
They managed to accumulate a team of horses, a cow and chick-
ens and they planted corn and peach trees. They hoped for a 
time when they could break more land and buy more seed corn. 
Always they lived in fear of Indian raids. Grandpa was often 
away from home working at his trade of plastering. While Grand-
ma was alone with her babies she was so afraid that she used 
to lie on the ground with her ear against the earth so she could 
detect the beat of horses' feet if they would come near. The only 
place she could have hidden herself and the children was in the 
towering corn. 
Their home was in Clay County on the bank of the Republican 
River. Across the river lived Mr. and Mrs. Huff who had no child-
ren. Mr. Huff was often away from home also and once while he 
was gone a runner came to tell Mrs. Huff that the Indians were on 
the war path and might come that way. She thought about her 
friend, Hannah Carnine, and her children. No one would be riding 
that side of the river to warn her so Mrs. Huff swam the river to 
carry the warning to Grandma. Grandma always loved Mrs. Huff 
dearly. 
After the Gamines came West the Huffs came also and were 
frequent visitors in the Carnine home. I well remember Aunty 
Huff, as we all called her, sitting by the fireplace smoking a clay 
pipe which she quickly hid if company came. She told us that she 
had acquired the tobacco habit by working in the tobacco fields 
and warehouses of the South. She did not disdain the home-grown 
tobacco that Grandpa used. Surely in this day of anti-pollutents 
it would be outlawed! 
Life was hard on those Kansas plains and everyone was ready 
to help neighbors in an emergency. Horse stealing was a serious 
crime because horses were so vitally needed. When a horse was 
stolen the settlers took the law into their own hands, hunted down 
the thief and meted out the punishment. 
During 187 4, Grandpa was gone with a posse hunting a 
horse thief. Of course, Grandma was home with the child-
ren but happy because the corn was exceptionally high, the sugar 
cane they had planted was growing well, and it looked like a good 
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year for them. Then a cloud darkened the sun and the plague of 
grasshoppers was upon them. 
Grandma often recalled that awful experience. If one ventured 
out of the house they flew against one until it was unbearably 
painful. They covered everything and when they were gone there 
was nothing left. The corn was eaten to the ground. Even the 
horses' harness was so badly chewed that it had to be replaced. 
Pitchfork handles were chewed to splinters. The young peach 
orchard was ruined. All the tender bark and new growth were 
eaten and on the trees were not peaches, only naked pits where 
the fruit had been. 
But the sorghum sugar cane was left untouched - nothing else 
was spared. However, the Carnines were more fortunate than 
many of their neighbors. Grandpa had built a corn crib and stored 
last year's crop of corn in this tight structure. The corn was later 
sold at a good price and provided the means to make a move. 
When Grandpa returned home Grandma walked out on the 
prairie to meet him. She was crying bitterly. He put his arms 
around her and said, "Kate (his name for her), we'll never spend 
another year here." And he kept his word. 
With the money from the sale of their corn they went to St. 
Louis where they joined a wagon train headed for the Far \Vest. 
They left St. Louis May 31, 1875. 
There were forty-nine wagons and Grandpa was made captain 
of the train. The emigrants were a motley lot. Everyone was eager 
to get to the land of plenty that they expected to find in the West. 
They were, at first, strangers to one another but they all knew that 
they had to cooperate or perish. 
The Carnines brought little with them. With four children and 
two adults there was not room for much more than a trunk and 
the necessary cooking utensils. They had a cow tied to the wagon. 
In the evening the children had fresh milk to drink. The morn-
ing's milk was carried in a crock and usually by evening there was 
butter floating on top of it. The constant jolting of the wagon 
was an effective churn. 
They traveled through Indian country where attacks could be 
expected and they were constantly alert. They sometimes saw 
mounted Indians against the skyline and there was no way to de-
termine whether or not they were to be feared. There were 
friendly Indians, here and there, who would come into the white 
man's camp, squat by the fire and pick lice from under their loin-
cloths. They wanted food and tobacco but the emigrants had little 
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to spare. Grandma would shudder when she remembered these 
"red boys." 
As they traveled under the summer sky they would break into 
song. Sometimes around the campfire they danced on the prairie 
grass while Grandpa scraped out the tunes on his fiddle or drew 
them from his small harmonica. Later - much later - I learned 
these tunes - "The Heel and Toe Polka" was my favorite. Cousin 
Bertha referred to it as "The Heel and the Toe and the Pokeo." 
As the wagons rolled along little Myrtle, two years old, stood 
on the seat between her parents. When the wagon lurched, Grand-
ma would grab her to keep her from falling. The other children 
played simple games as they rode along in the back of the wagon. 
Sometimes they walked to get exercise and to ease the load for 
the mule team. 
There was one saddle horse in the train. It did not belong to 
the Carnines. It was used for scouting - going ahead to find 
camp sites, water and the game which was needed. I don't re-
member that they killed buffalo but they must have done so. 
Buffalo hides were so needed for shoes, harness and wind proof 
jackets. Buffalo robes were used for bedding. 
I do remember their talking about antelope. I had never seen 
an antelope, of course, and it was years before I discovered that 
they were small - not the huge creatures I had pictured them. It 
must have required several of them to feed so many people. 
When camp was made the wagons were drawn up in a close 
circle. Until dark the children herded the livestock while they 
grazed near the camp. Before dark all the livestock was driven 
into the wagon circle. In case of attack the wagons would serve 
as a barricade. While in camp the men repaired wagons and 
harness and worked at curing hides. The women cooked over 
the campfires and the children who were too small to tend the 
livestock worked diligently gathering dried buffalo chips to re-
plenish the campfires. 
They passed through country where the Indians were known to 
be hostile. Perhaps the Indians were hesitant to attack such a 
large party. Word came to them that parties just ahead of them 
had been attacked and some massacred. Every night several men 
guarded the camp. The next day their wives or older sons drove 
the wagon while papa caught up on his sleep on a pile of buffalo 
robes in the back of the wagon. 
I was always eager to hear gnce again the story that thrilled 
and chilled me most. One lovely day as the wagon train ap-
proached the Rocky Mountains and was, the travelers felt, past 
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dangerous Indian territory, they were plodding along through 
country that had little vegetation but many sizable boulders along 
the way. Spirits were high and everyone was happy until suddenly, 
from behind every boulder, an Indian appeared. They were com-
pletely surrounded, completely surprised and completely defense-
less. Grandpa, as captain, and several of his advisors went forward 
to meet the chief. The chief, in his beaded regalia, was impressive. 
When it came to this part of the story Grandpa became very 
dramatic. He impersonated the chief's posture and tone of voice 
and his young listeners were duly impressed. Occasionally Grand-
ma would interrupt to tell us how the women were hushing the 
children and wondering if this was the journey's end. 
The chief advanced to meet the white men and said, in effect, 
"I am Chief (I'm so sorry I have forgotten his name). My 
.father is Chief . . . . of the . . . . Indians (a plains tribe) and he 
kills all white men. I do not kill white men so I came here with 
my followers and started another tribe. Never have I killed white 
men. We will guide you to the boundary of our territory." 
Of course, the emigrants thought they had fallen into an ambush 
and they had little hope for survival. However, all they could do 
was walk along with the braves and hope that some quirk of fate 
would save them. I think these deeply religious people must have 
sent many prayers winging to heaven that day. 
On and on for many miles they traveled with their unwelcome 
guides. Finally the chief stopped and told them they were now 
through his territory - and they proceeded without further in-
terference. Every time I heard this story I would hopefully (I 
admit) think surely this time someone will be killed but the story 
was always the same. And a happy ending it must have been for 
those weary travelers. 
As they got into the mountains there were many problems. The 
rocky, barren ground did not reveal the wagon tracks of those who 
had gone before. They got lost and picked up the trail by following 
skeltons along the way. Many horses, mules and cattle perished 
on that trail and their bleached bones became road markers for 
the following wagon trains. 
Sometimes they had to use ropes to let their wagons down over 
bluffs. There were swift streams to ford . The people were tired 
and impatient and many were sick. A few died along the way. 
One evening they made camp by a river in Idaho. Until now 
there had been no fruit available. but here the black haws grew in 
abundance and the people took advantage of this rare treat. But 
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the berries sickened little Myrtle Carnine and before dark she was 
dead. 
The train paused one day while the funeral was arranged. Some-
one donated a trunk to serve as a coffin. One of the women was 
a bride of a few months and she gave her bridal dress to line 
the coffin. 
On a hill near the camp they found an Indian woman grieving 
beside the grave of her baby who had been buried there only a 
few days before. There they made another small grave, marked it 
with a carved headstone that read "Myrtle Carnine - born (date?) 
died Aug. 19, 1875." (One notation says that little Florence Myrtle 
was buried near Indian Creek, about 25 mi. from present Boise). 
\Vhen the wagon train was ready to move on they missed Grand-
pa. They found him lying across the small grave on the hill, sob-
bing a last farewell. The train moved on. Everyone was eager to 
be on his way and they had to all go together for their mutual 
protection. For many days after little Myrtle's death, when the 
wagon lurched Grandma would reach for the little girl who was 
no longer with them. 
The first night after Myrtle's death Grandpa took the saddle 
horse and alone rode back to the little grave. 
Within a few days the caravan reached a block-house fort 
where there were few white men. Grandpa and Grandma had 
$15.00 and they gave it to these men who had promised to care 
for a little grave on a lonely hillside. 
After many hardships the party finally reached the Columbia 
River near where Walla Walla now stands. I have no doubt 
friends helped them get on to the Dalles. From here they went by 
boat to Vancouver, Washington Territory. Here they spent their 
first winter. 
Vancouver was a sizeable settlement and life there was busy. 
Aunt Emma remembered that here she got a wool dress, hand 
sewn by Grandma, and Grandma got a hat. The little girl was 
particularly proud of her beautiful mother in her new finery. 
No time was wasted after arriving at Ft. Vancouver. The men 
mended wagons and made new ones. They repaired harness and 
made shoes. They tanned hides and in the blacksmith shop they 
fashioned the crude tools they would need when they acquired 
land of their own. 
Meanwhile the women were equally busy. There was wool to 
wash, card and spin - and many, many socks and stockings to 
knit. At that time factory made ose were unknown. (at least to 
these people.) They made candles and soap. They made many 
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garments and mended old ones. They exchanged garden seed they 
had brought with them. They filled shotgun shells with the shot 
and powder that would supply cartridges for their husbands' 
shotguns. 
Always they talked about which way they would turn when the 
long rainy winter was over and spring came. They tried to deter-
mine where the railroad would be built so they could settle 
near it. 
The dismal but busy winter finally ended and there was an ex-
odus of eager settlers. Most of these people turned south and took 
up grants of land in the fertile valley now known as Willamette. 
Our grandfather knew someone who had settled on the Toutle 
River in Washington Territory. 
So the future of the Carnine clan was determined when they 
turned north - down the Columbia River to the Cowlitz River 
and up that stream to a tiny settlement named Castle Rock. 
Travel was all by river boats and approachl.ng the settlement from 
the south a huge rocky formation resembled a castle - hence the 
name of the town. 
The year was 1875. They had reached the place where they 
could choose a home and by living on it and improving it for a 
few years it would be deeded to them. That spring the Cowlitz 
Valley must have been tempting. It is hard to understand why 
Grandpa was determined to push on and find his friends in the 
Toutle country. 
At this time Grandma was pregnant and very weary. She was 
very anxious to arrive at some place they could call home. 
From the Cowlitz River there was a trail over the hills that was 
the most direct route from Castle Rock to Silver Lake and Toutle. 
Over that trail they took their wagon, knocked down. It was re-
assembled and on they traveled over a road that was barely pass-
able. The winter rains had made it a "loblolly" of mud and the 
towering trees grew so close that they shut out the sun which 
might have dried it. This was a strange and frightening country 
to these prairie people. 
The second day they stopped for their noon rest near the pre-
sent site at Seaquist Park. Grandma sat on a nail keg that served 
as a chair while Grandpa explored the nearby country. He re-
turned and told Grandma that there was a log cabin in a small 
clearing that they could occupy. Grandpa was in favor of going 
on but Grandma said "I am staying here!" And so they moved into 
the two-room cabin where there , was an attic that would serve 
as sleeping quarters for the children. 
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Grandma was still grieving over the loss of her baby, Myrtle. 
She could never visit the little grave so she made a grave-like 
mound in the yard and planted myrtle vine on it. To this day 
the myrtle mound can be seen near the kitchen at Seaquist Park. 
Few people who may have noticed it know how it came to be. 
Grandma told us how she often sat by the mound sewing on the 
little garments that she was preparing for the baby soon to be 
born. As she thought of her lost baby the tears would fill her eyes 
and she could not see to sew. 
On June 21, 1876, a baby girl was born in that humble home. 
Her sister Emma gave her the name of Lulu Bell. Aunt Emma 
always thought she had chosen a beautiful name for her baby 
sister. 
Soon after this the family moved to a duplex log cabin which 
they built and shared with the Booth family. I don't know how 
long they lived there but it was not long. 
Grandpa bought 160 acres of land where the duplex was built 
and Mr. Booth bought land just across the road. 
Grandpa's place has been divided into many small plots but 
the Booth farm remains almost as it was in area. It now belongs 
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to Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Roller. Grandpa bought this land from a 
Mr. Farnsworth and agreed to pay $1.00 per acre. In those days 
a debt of $160.00 was not to be taken lightly. I wonder if he ever 
thought of the almost cleared land that he could have had for the 
taking. 
When little Lulu was two years old Grandpa built their per-
manent home. In that house were born Milo, Maud and Ned and 
a little boy who died at birth. (It happens to be my birthplace 
also.) 
The new house had quite an ambitious plan. There were five 
bedrooms, parlor, living room, dining room, kitchen, pantry and 
a well room, which was considered to be quite a modern con-
venience. 
The well was 95 feet deep, hand dug and shored up with split 
boards. The water was icy and delicious. A dipper always hung by 
the door so that travelers could help themselves to a drink if none 
of the family was near to offer this simple courtesy. 
In the living room was a big fireplace built of brick that Grand-
pa made from a red clay deposit on his land. The home was built 
with cedar poles laid as foundation beams. When, in 1945, they 
questioned whether to raze the house or remodel, they found 
those cedar poles as sound as new. It was remodeled. 
Beside the fireplace was a gun closet well stocked with guns 
and ammunition. The men of our family were hunters both from 
choice and necessity and all the family homes had gun closets 
near the fireplace where all was dry. 
Beneath the gun closet was a big wood closet. The wood had 
to be carried in and stored there. Logs of the most perfect quality 
were burned there - so far as was then known they had no other 
value. 
The land Grandpa bought for one dollar per acre was covered 
by bountiful virgin forest. There was no thought of the trees hav-
ing any value. To cut them down and burn them in order to 
clear and garden space and pasture took the best years of Grand-
pa's life and many years of the lives of Tom and Charlie who 
eventually married and launched on a similar program for them-
selves. 
Grandpa gave an acre of his land where a schoolhouse was built. 
Usually there were three or four months of school during the 
summer months. The teacher "boarded around." Each family in 
the community furnished its share of board and room at no 
cost to the teacher whose salary was $20.00 or $25.00 a month. 
There was great rivalry among the women, each trying to con-
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vince the teacher that her cooking was the best. 
Back to the house - in the parlor was a heating stove which 
was the only heat in the house except the fireplace. The heater 
didn't contribute much to the comfort of the family because the 
parlor was never used except when company came. I can still see 
the family and company filing into that parlor which smelled 
slightly musty. We children sat silently on the stiff, uncomfortable 
chairs. 
I was awed by the grandeur of that room. By that time there 
was a reed organ, purchased from the Chicago Sears-Roebuck 
catalog, and not to be used except on very special occasions. 
The floor was covered with home woven cotton rag carpet 
with a padding of straw under it. Once a year the carpet was 
taken up to be beaten and aired. The straw was ground to a dust 
so it was replaced by new fresh-smelling straw. And then the 
carpet was laboriously put down again. Did you ever wonder 
why they were called carpet tacks? 
Lace curtains hung at the windows and they were stiffly 
starched. When they were washed they were dried on a stretcher 
frame. 
In the center of the parlor was a small stand covered with a 
crocheted doily. The family Bible was always there. There was 
room for the family picture album also, with its padded covers 
decorated with beautiful red roses. Above the stand table hung 
a lamp with dozens of prism drops and decorations of flowers 
such as was never seen in any garden. What a treasured antique 
that lamp would be now! 
Around the room hung enlarged pictures in heavy gilt frames . 
As I remember they ran heavily to departed grandparents - any-
way the photography was so poor that I doubt that even Grandma 
and Grandpa could have recognized them - but they remembered 
and showed their respect for a past generation by hanging these 
"works of art." 
My memory of that room dates back to the time when Aunt 
Maud was the belle of the country side. Her enlarged picture oc-
cupied a place of honor on a bamboo tripod which was draped 
with an antimacassar. This was no ordinary picture - it was deli-
cately tinted. The other enlargements were in black and grey. 
On the shelf under the stand table was a stereoscope with many, 
many pictures. No matter how often company came they were 
always treated to a showing of these pictures which ranged from 
a view of Niagara Falls to a slightly dizzy looking couple with the 
caption - "After the Wedding - Alone at last." 
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The blinds were kept drawn in the parlor. The wallpaper must 
not fade - it cost from 7 to 10 cents a roll! 
The living room was the center of family activity. It was in 
this room that Grandma sewed. It was here she did big ironings 
with the irons heated before the flames of the fireplace. The 
irons were rotated and each had to have the ashes dusted off it 
before it attacked the many ruffles and pleats and stiff cold-
starched men's collars and cuffs. 
This was called the fireplace room. In one corner stood Grand-
pa's big black hand-made desk. The hinged writing surface was 
neatly covered with black woolen alpaca. This desk became 
the property of a granddaughter, Lena Tippery Patchin and it 
was lost when their home burned. 
Also in this room was a lounge where an occasional nap could 
be taken! My mother told of taking off her shoes and going to 
sleep on that lounge. While she was asleep her current beau came 
and she slept on while he was privileged to gaze at her unshod 
feet. She was so embarassed she could hardly face him again. 
Over the mantle hung a wool-embroidered motto "God Bless 
our Home" and Grandpa's fiddle. There were rattlesnake rattles 
inside to improve the tone. 
On the mantle was a quaint old wood clock which no one but 
Grandpa was allowed to wind. In that clock was a tiny box of 
quinine powder. Every morning Grandpa scooped up what would 
stay on the tip on the blade of his pen knife. He swallowed it 
without batting an eye. It would keep him from having "rhumatiz." 
All of the windows in the house were made up of small panes 
- probably about six inches square. Around the front door in the 
entrance hall were small panes of glass that admitted the only 
light the hall ever got. 
Back of the door in the firplace room was a blackboard which 
was used for various projects. Many a piece of paper was saved 
simply by doing school problems on the blackboard. 
Also behind the door were a number of mail boxes. Mail was 
delivered by horseback once a week, but only along the main road. 
Those who lived off the road got their mail from their mail boxes 
behind the door at Carnine's. There was not much mail and 
sometimes it was not picked up for several weeks. 
Grandpa was an ardent Granger and always got the Grange 
News. Mother was admitted to membership in the Grange before 
she was old enough to join because she was the only one who 
could play the Grange songs. 
Grandpa was a reader and he saved every magazine he ever 
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got his hands on. I inherited a pile of old Leslie's and Harper's, 
some of which advertised slave auctions. 
On the wall was a book shelf containing Gibbon's History - of 
the world, I guess. Anyway, Grandpa read it through many times. 
Books were hard to come by and by us, at least, greatly treasured. 
I still can't understand my grandchildren who read a book and 
then discard it. 
To the dining room! It was furnished with two plain cub-
boards, one for dishes and one for food. There was a long home-
made table with crossed legs. In the cross a trough had been built 
and there small bits of paper were stored. Newspapers were care-
fully hoarded. They were used to paper the kitchen walls 
and with intricately cut edges they were used to cover shelves. 
Simple chairs finished the dining room furnishings . 
The kitchen - I can see it as if it were yesterday! In one corner 
was a modern innovation - a huge wooden sink which was 
splintery from constant use. Here vegetables were prepared for 
cooking and dishes were washed. The vegetable parings and the 
dishwater went through a hole into an open swill barrel. Soap 
was used sparingly because it was not good for the hogs - and 
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Grandma's homemade soap must have packed a real wallop. 
The kitchen stove was not more than 22 inches square. There 
was a reservoir where water heated. There was no high back and 
the oven was very small. I wonder how Grandma managed to pre-
pare enough food for the crowds she often had. 
In one corner was a large smooth box with a round recessed 
lid. It held two sacks of sugar which was a year's supply. That 
sugar was carefully guarded. Brave was the child who dared 
take a second spoonful. 
There was a window that looked out on a long covered porch 
which, in turn, was shaded by a huge old cherry tree. Under the 
kitchen window was a lounge where Grandma could "lop" down 
for a minute's rest. Off the kitchen was a pantry for cooking 
utensils. There was no window and it was dark and dreadful. The 
partition of this room did not reach the ceiling and on the other 
side of this partition was the well. Over the low partition came 
an eerie half light that was worse than darkness. The worst thing 
that could have happened to me would have been to be shut in 
that room. 
Also off the kitchen was the well room. The oaken buckets on 
each end of a heavy rope drew up the cold fresh water. Sometimes 
there would be a frog sitting on the rim of the bucket. He had 
fallen into the well which was easy to do since there was no con-
crete or even wooden curbing to keep small beasties from 
falling in. 
The well room was about seven feet square. On the wall was 
a mirror, a comb rack and a roller towel. Combs, towels and 
dippers were used by all comers. 
Across the porch from the well room was another long wooden 
sink where the pans were lined up. It was here that we washed 
in that icy water with Packer's Tar Soap. Warm water was hard 
to come by and its use was considered an affectation except for 
the Saturday night bath in the wooden stave wash tub. It would 
have been a most unusual occasion that called for a bath in the 
middle of the week. 
Grandma and Grandpa had a bedroom on the first floor. There 
was a ponderous old bed complete with rope "springs," grass tick 
and feather bed. There was a commode-dresser. Clothing hung on 
nails driven into the board walls. Coat hangers were yet to be 
invented. The bedroom always smelled faintly of chamber pots 
that were used, rinsed out and left in the sun but never scoured 
enough to be odorless. 
And now up a steep, narrow stairs that came up in the middle 
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of the second floor. This must have baffled Grandpa but he fitted 
a bedroom into each of the four corners. This left a big space 
around the stair well that was used for storage. 
There were home-cured hams and bacon hung from the ceiling. 
There were great clusters of popcorn ears with the husks peeled 
back. There were jars of garden seed for next year's planting. 
There were extra pillows and stacks of bedding. It was a paradise 
for an inquisitive little girl such as I. 
The four bedrooms shut off all light from this storage space 
and so unless a bedroom door was open it was a delightfully 
scarey place where bears and dragons lurked just out of sight in 
the corners. 
Each bedroom was furnished with a beautiful Jenny Lind bed. 
They must have come cheaper by the dozen for they were identi-
cal. There was also a commode on which the candle stood and 
there was a compartment in the bottom for the chamber pot. 
When Grandpa sold the farm about 1911, my mother and Aunt 
Maud burned the Jenny Lind beds so Grandma could have a nice 
iron bed when she moved to town. 
The beds were furnished with ticks stuffed with coarse marsh 
grass which was a bit springy - for a short time. The sheets were 
made of flour or sugar sacks sewn together. The quilts had patch-
work tops with wool fillings. Often the pieces in the top were out-
lined with delicate and intricate stitchery in different colors of 
silk thread. The top quilt was often a work of art pieced by hand 
in one of the popular quilt patterns - the Ocean Wave, The 
Wedding Ring, The Drunkard's Trail were a few of the patterns. 
I remember undressing by the fireplace, taking a lighted candle 
and climbing the stairs to that bitterly cold bedroom. But young 
blood is warm and we never suffered from the cold. 
By eight o'clock the whole family was in bed and by 5:30 or 
6 they were up. Anyone who wanted breakfast had better be 
ready by 7 o'clock. A typical breakfast consisted of hot cereal with 
thick cream, hot cakes or biscuits, fresh fried pork and fresh 
fried potatoes. The children drank milk - the adults drank coffee 
made from coffee beans that had been purchased green, roasted 
in the oven (I can still smell that heavenly aroma) and ground 
in the little mill which Grandma held between her knees. If the 
coffee supply got low it was augmented with ground chicory. And 
no husbands left home because the coffee was not "Mountain 
Grown." Green tea was served for the noon dinner and the evening 
supper. 
Every month or so there were church services in the little school-
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house. The only preacher I remember was "Uncle" Tommy Reece 
who was a dear friend of the family. He eventually married all 
the Carnin children except Milo who married in Tacoma. 
There were backless benches in that schoolhouse. The sermons 
were never less than l~ hours in length - more often two hours. 
Hell, the devil and eternal oblivion were stressed. There wasn't 
much talk about the love of God. To those people he was very 
real and greatly to be feared. 
Uncle Tommy came on Saturday, horseback, the saddle bags 
stuffed with hymn books. He left on Monday because the Sabbath 
couldn't be desecrated by travel. Sunday was a day to put on one's 
best clothes and live quitely. Children did not race and shout and 
I am sure Sunday was not their favorite day of the week. 
Besides church there were few community gatherings. The 
Fourth of July was always celebrated with a picnic, an oration 
and a program of patriotic readings and songs by the children. 
Readings in those days were memorized and recited with appro-
priate (?) gestures and voice inflections. I think I can still say 
all of Paul Revere's Ride. Disgraced was the child who forgot and 
had to be prompted - or, worst of all, he who giggled was lost! 
Grandpa was the orator on these occasions. I don't know if he 
was elected to that important position. He may have been self 
appointed. Anyway, what he lacked in substance was amply can-
celled out by his patriotism and ardor. 
This was no occasion for mirth or banal talk. This had been 
the way life was lived long before my time but I was not able to 
cope with such mighty emotions. Nevertheless I can remember 
that I sat in a chair in the fireplace room for hours, it seemed, 
and listened while Grandpa practiced his Fourth of July speech. 
I suppose he needed an audience, even if it was only an unwilling 
six-year old girl. I can still hear the resounding "National" pro-
nounced with a long "a" and the stirring "Patriotic" with a 
short "a." 
At the time of his delivery none of the audience criticized 
the pronunciations or doubted the sincerity of his patriotism. They 
were right in there pitching with him. 
For this occasion all the little girls got new summer dresses. 
They had either pink or blue ribbon sashes and hair ribbons - and 
they wore hats! 
When more land was cleared there was more food produced. 
There was always an acre of buckwheat. The flowers furnished 
honey for the six or eight hives of bees and buckwheat honey 
is choice. When the grain was ripe and flailed out Grandma 
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ground it into meal to make buckwheat pancakes. 
A big orchard came into bearing and when Grandpa heard that 
Vancouver farmers were planting prune orchards he planted 
three acres of Italian prunes. Up to this time prunes were not an 
ordinary fruit. 
To take care of the prune harvest he built three dry houses. 
The prunes were pitted, placed on cedar slat frames and dried so 
they could be sold in the Portland market. 
The farm livestock increased - a small herd of sheep to provide 
wool. They never ate the mutton. There were ducks and geese 
and their feathers made pillows and feather beds. 
Early in the spring Grandma began to watch the geese and 
when she saw a few feathers shed the great day of plucking the 
geese had arrived. She caught the big (sometimes vicious) geese, 
placed their heads between her knees, held the feet up under her 
chin and out came the feathers. Only the breast feathers were 
soft enough to use. 
There were chickens for eggs and meat but when fall came the 
hens went out of business. When the first sunny days of spring 
came it was so exciting to find where some hen had hidden her 
nest and filled it with eggs. Eggs were not plentiful. I grew up 
having the same respect for eggs that I now have for Chateau-
briand steak. There were usually 6 or 8 cows to milk. That job 
was for Grandma and the children. Grandpa never learned to 
milk. From the cream Grandma made butter, packed it in a 
heavy brine and kept it until Grandpa made his yearly trip to 
market. Then she got it all out, washed it in the good well water 
and worked out all the surplus salt. She molded in in 2-lb. rolls, 
wrapped it in parchment paper and sent it to Portland where it 
found a ready market. I doubt if we would find it very palatable 
now but the quality was never questioned then. 
Grandpa's business trips to Portland were not to be taken lightly. 
There was always a bustle of preparation. He was to find a market 
for his produce and buy practically everything the family would 
need during the coming year. Did Ned need shoes? Papa would 
buy them. Lulu was a young lady - time for a corset. Papa would 
buy it. Always a bolt of calico and one of muslin. Maybe a hat 
for Grandma. Barrels of flour, 100 lb. sacks of sugar, green coffee 
beans, soda, salt, linament and quinine. Practically all other medi-
cal needs were taken care of with Grandma's home-made 
concoctions. 
This was one time when a mid-week bath was justified. His 
well brushed but never pressed suit was donned. His high leather 
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boots were cleaned. His broad brimmed hat was brought out and 
away he went with the wagon load of produce he knew he could 
sell in the city market. There were hundreds of pounds of dried 
prunes and apples - even dried pumpkin. There were many pounds 
of butter, honey, salt pork and corned beef. I still have the family 
recipe for corned beef which starts with 50 lbs of beef. 
Grandpa felt all the assurance of being a successful business 
man that a Wall Street broker might feel today. He put on a 
slight air of superiority and the family didn't question it. I think 
they were somewhat relieved when, at last, he drove over the hill 
on his way to town. 
The trip was started in the early morning because it took sev-
eral hours to reach Castle Rock. The rest of the day would be 
spent loading produce on to the boat. The horses would be left 
at the livery stable and Grandpa would stay over night with 
friends in town. This was an accepted practice and although they 
came unannounced, over-night visitors were always welcomed. 
I don't know much about his business transactions in Portland. 
He always returned with the necessities and some cash. And he 
often invited home with him some of the merchants with whom he 
had done business. They and their wives were pleased to accept 
his hospitality. 
Grandpa always kept a pack of deer hounds and he could 
promise the city slickers good hunting. Deer, bear; ducks, geese, 
quail and pheasants were plentiful. 
So the men hunted in the grand manner while their ladies 
strolled around the farm and Grandma worked frantically to bake 
bread and pies and prepare the food that would prove that Grand-
pa's hospitality was worth accepting. 
After the harvest there was a breathing spell for these pioneers. 
It was then they exchanged visits. I can remember how when 
they saw a wagon coming over the hill they determined by the 
color of the horses who it was. Maybe it was friends from as far 
away as Kelso. When this happened everyone got busy. Grandma 
prepared to meet and welcome them but Grandpa was already on 
his way to the hen house where heads fell that important day. 
These people sometimes stayed a week. Children came, of 
course, and if there were not enough beds the hay in the barn 
was fresh and sweet and that was a fine place to sleep. 
When the winter closed in the puncheon roads were almost 
impassable so there was little travel. Local travel was most often 
by boat on the lake. At that time the forests had not been cut and 
winters were colder than now. Every year they could anticipate 
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at least one week of skating. Then the families packed lunches, 
filled the wagon bed with straw and blankets and hot bricks and 
they spent a day on the ice. 
A post had been set to freeze solidly in the ice. A revolving 
beam was attached to this post like a merry-go-round. A rope at-
tached to the turning beam was caught by a sledder and more 
sleds caught behind him until there might be as many as a dozen 
sleds. Some strong arms pushed the beam around faster and 
faster. Suddenly the first sled let loose of the rope and all the 
sleds slithered across the ice for quite a distance. There was great 
excitement when one of the sleds was heading for an air hole in 
the ice. 
One of the most enjoyable days was in the early fall when a 
lunch was taken to the cranberry bog. I don't know why, but 
flour sacks were used to carry the berries home. The berries were 
small but delicious and plentiful. A half sack of berries was not an 
unusual reward for the day's work. The bog waved and undulated 
when we jumped on it and there was an element of anxiety lest 
we break through and disappear in the muck we knew lay under 
the bog. 
When I was six years old the most wonderful thing happened. 
Eight-year-old Nettie came to live with the Carnines. Uncle Tom 
had been elected Sheriff of Cowlitz County and he knew about 
the young Swedish parents who had died, leaving Nettie and 
Alvin alone. There were no relief agencies in those days so Uncle 
Tom took Alvin into his home and brought Nettie to Grandma 
and Grandpa. I had loved being at Grandma's house before but 
after Nettie came it was unadulterated joy. She it was who heard 
these stories with me. With her I explored the woods near the 
farm . 
We were free and unafraid of anything. We spent whole days 
searching for berries in the woods. There was no thought of our 
being hurt. The woods were full of wild animals and we often saw 
some of them but they were more afraid of us than we of them. 
It was unheard of that any person would harm a child. 
Nettie and I made play dishes of the red clay and fired them 
on the stoves of the prune driers. We managed to catch and mount 
two colts that Grandpa was raising for saddle horses. When it 
came time to break them no one understood why they were so 
docile. We never told. 
Uncle Ned was only seven years older than I and with him we 
had many adventures such as swinging the width of a big, big 
barn clinging to a hay fork that always hung there. Grandpa 
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would have been very angry if he had known about this. We all 
knew that he would hold uncle Ned responsible for this mischief. 
And so Nettie and I learned to ride Uncle Ned's bicycle by black-
mailing him - "We'll tell Grandpa!" The bicycle was big and we 
were small but by putting our leg under the top bar and tilting 
the bike we were soon zipping along while Uncle Ned writhed. 
Nettie was only slightly interested in books and music which 
were my loves. She dropped out of school after the 8th grade but 
we always remained dear friends. She passed away a few years 
ago. 
This, then, is the Carnine saga in the final pages of which I 
someway usurped the star role. I remember it all as it left its 
imprint on my young life. I will always love the memory of Grand-
ma and Grandpa, who made my childhood days so happy. Apart 
from their home and presence, I have few really happy memories. 
And I think they would be glad for me to share these memories 
with anyone interested enough to read them. 
There were a few little episodes that didt1't seem to fit them-
selves into this story but I think you might enjoy them so I will 
tell them one by one, ignoring continuity. 
#l When Uncle Tom and Aunt Minnie were married they took 
a homestead on what is now the Tower Road. They were poverty 
stricken but so in love that their lack of material things didn't 
matter to them. 
They built a small house but there was no room for Aunt Min-
nie's trunk so it was kept in a loft in the woodshed. 
One day Uncle Tom went to town and when he came home he 
had a beautiful hat for Aunt Minnie. She told us about it so many 
times that I can almost see the wide brimmed Milan straw hat 
with daisies around the crown and a black velvet ribbon hanging 
down the back. 
She was delighted but there was no place to wear it until the 
Fourth of July picnic so she stored it away in her trunk. 
After her days work was done she would climb the ladder to 
the loft, get out her hat and dream about what a sensation she 
would be come July 4. 
One day when she went to the trunk she discovered that she 
had failed to get the lid completely down and the cat had crawled 
in and had a litter of kittens in her hat. 
But the cat was very tidy about it and Aunt Minnie wore her 
hat and was happy with her friend's reaction. 
#2 When the Carnine children were growing up social events 
were rare and no one wanted to miss one. 
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News of an approaching dance or party was spread by the 
grapevine. And thus they heard that there was to be a dance on 
the island. Girls were scarce in the neighborhood but Emmy 
Brookshire and her father, Dr. Brookshire, lived a mile or so from 
the Carnines. She was not a prize package but Uncle Tom went 
over and asked her if she wanted to go. She had not been pre-
warned and she did want to go but although she had two pairs of 
shoes there was . only one set of buttons. Presently the buttons 
were on her good shoes so Uncle Tom waited while she sewed 
them on her everyday shoes. They were going by boat and the 
trail to the lake was muddy. 
They arrived at the dance but Emmy could not dance in mud-
caked shoes so the buttons were shifted back to her good shoes. 
Before they started home the buttons were changed again. I never 
heard that Uncle Tom squired her to another dance. 
#3 I told you how Grandpa's Portland trips were an excuse for 
a midweek bath. Once preparations were being made for this 
annual event. Grandma had brought the tub into their bedroom, 
filled it with heated water, and Grandpa proceeded to take his 
bath. 
As he was drying himself he backed up to sit on a chair but 
failed to notice that a well used fly paper was there ahead of him. 
Such indignation as he showed has seldom been witnessed. I re-
member how Grandma came out of the bedroom with her apron 
over her head to smother her laughter. Some way or other 
Grandpa seemed to blame Grandma for the whole sticky mess and 
I have no doubt she did the cleaning up job. 
#4 Grandma was the homopath doctor, the midwife and the 
friend in need to the whole community. Whatever it was - birth, 
death or ill f01tune, they called for her and with no hesitation, 
she went. 
The Cooks were friends who lived about 15 miles further out 
toward Toutle. They were expecting a baby and they asked 
Grandma to come on the expected date. 
It was harvest time but she left 12-year old Lulu home to cook 
for harvest hands. She mounted her pony and went to help her 
friend. 
But the stork got his dates mixed up and didn't arrive for sev-
eral days. Of course Grandma's family had no way of knowing 
why she didn't come home or even if she was safe. Those forest 
roads were dangerous. The least wind sent limbs downward that 
could kill a traveler. 
The Cooks were very upset about all this and they planned to 
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do something very nice for Grandma to show their appreciation 
since of course she never accepted money. 
In the fall the Cooks went to town for their winter's supplies 
they remembered their debt and bought ten yards of calico at 
seven cents a yard. They gave it to Grandma and she received it 
with tears in her eyes. Both parties felt that it was a grand gift 
and entirely adequate. 
#5 During the summer months there was a Sunday School at 
Silver Lake. This was a chance for Nettie and me to get a little 
religious training. I don't remember that we learned anything. I 
only remember that Mrs. Pollard who conducted the school always 
had us sing "Blessed Assurance" and when she sang she looked 
like a hen cackling. I still associate her with that hymn. 
I also remember that Nettie and I walked a long, hot, dusty 
trail along the lake. I wore my good shoes so before we got to 
Sunday School I took the handkerchief that mother had pinned to 
my shoulder and I dusted off my shoes. Sometimes Nettie had a 
hard time getting the handkerchief pinned back on my dress. 
I also remember that the Sunday School supplies came wrapped 
in uncut sheets of the Bible which Mrs. Pollard thought was 
wicked and she seemed to think we should be offended too. Try 
as hard as I could I couldn't care very much. Now tell me why 
I couldn't remember just one lesson instead of all these things! 
#6 Grandma was completely opposed to the reading of novels 
and this category covered such wicked books as "Alice in Won-
derland" and Robinson Crusoe." I early learned not to discuss 
my reading with her. She rather freely expressed the opinion 
that my father was filling my head full of nonsense, if not worse, 
reading me all those books by Dickens and Shakespeare. 
Well, one fine day Nettie and I discovered the Mary J. Holmes 
novels. There was no doubt about it, these were the real McCoy! 
I remember "The Milkman's Heiress," '"Lena Rivers" and many 
more. I don't remember who lent them to us but we knew better 
than to let Grandma see them. There was only one safe place to 
read them - in the privvy! There was a board overhead where we 
could hide the book. Both Nettie and I were taking more than 
our share of time out back! I wonder that Grandma didn't dose 
both of us with senna tea or Epsom Salts. 
#7 Just one more. I told you about the colt that was so easy to 
break. When Uncle Ned saddled and bridled him he was so 
gentle that, after a jog over to Uncle Charley's place, Uncle Ned 
brought him home convinced, no doubt, that he was an excellent 
horse breaker. 
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Nettie and I had been invited to a party that afternoon. It was 
the only party I remember and it was several miles from home. 
Since the colt was so gentle Grandpa said we could go to the 
party riding double on him. 
All was well until after the party when we mentioned that the 
hoi·se had been broken that morning. The "party lady" was not 
going to be a party to a tragedy so she sent her teen-age son to 
lead the horse home and Nettie and I walked home, two disap-
pointed little girls! 
Grandma and Grandpa felt sorry for us and being less appre-
hensive people they told us that the next day we could ride to 
Aunt Emma's and stay a couple of days. 
The distance was about ten miles and there was no way to 
know if we arrived safely. Anyway, we went and did arrive 
home without any trouble, but the horse wouldn't drink their 
water so we had to go home again. Hard luck! 
Sorry - but already I have remembered some more stories I 
should pass on -
#8 When Aunt Emma Carnine married Jacob Tippery the wed-
ding was at her home as was customary. (I never heard of a 
church wedding until I was a young lady. ) 
There were about 25 guests. During the day a bad storm de-
veloped and travel was too dangerous to risk so all the guests 
stayed overnight. 
This meant that many people must be fed so Aunt Emma (the 
bride) went to the kitchen to prepare a meal. Uncle Jake went 
with her and while they were there he confessed to her that he 
had borrowed money to get them outfitted and to make a wedding 
trip to Portland possible. When she heard the amount borrowed 
was $50.00 she almost collapsed. She was dismayed that they must 
start out struggling under such a staggering debt. 
#9 The Jacob Tipperys settled on a small place near the south 
end of the lake. It was on a high hill, in heavy forest and to this 
day is remote and unimproved. 
Uncle Jake felled trees into the lake, rafted them to a small 
mill and there he cut boards for their first house. 
The house was only one room with a window and a door. The 
lumber was green and as it dried out the cracks became wider 
and wider. But they were wildly in love and such small troubles 
didn't phaze them. Aunt Emma papered the shack with news-
papers. She made curtains from flour sacks. She hung her few 
cooking utensils on the wall and she considered the results of her 
labor and found it good. 
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She was so thrilled about the new home that she wanted to 
go home for a few days so ' she could tell "Ma" about her new 
home. 
Uncle Jake was an indulgent husband so Aunt Emma went home 
for the visit. Uncle Jake came to get her after having spent those 
two days with his mother who lived nearby. 
The young couple eagerly returned to their new home. When 
they opened the unlocked door their happiness turned into con-
sternation. A heavy wind had come up, blown through those wide 
cracks, and all the paper from the walls was on the floor, on . the 
bed, on the stove - everywhere except on the walls. 
# 10 In pioneer days there were no movies or cars or anything 
else designed for amusement. Young people had to make the best 
out of nothing. One source of amusement was the lake where they 
skated in winter, swam and fished in summer or, especially if 
the day was Sunday, they just went for a boat ride. 
Uncle Tom and Uncle Charley Carnine were wooing Minnie 
and May Tippery, sisters of Aunt Emma's husband, Jacob. 
One Sunday these two couples, dressed in their best clothes, 
went rowing on the lake. At that time the lake was full of old 
stumps, all that was left of the forest that covered this area when 
the lake was formed by volcanic action on Mt. St. Helens. 
These couples decided to quit rowing and "park." They rowed 
up to a stump and slipped a loop of the anchor chain over it. 
When they were ready to return to shore they tried to retrieve 
the anchor chain but it was caught, far under water, on a branch 
of the old stump. 
There was nothing they could do except dive for that chain. 
Uncle Tom was the swimmer so he was chosen to make the dive. 
The girls were herded to the back of the boat where they sat 
backs to the bow, and eyes tightly closed. 
To make assurance double sure Uncle Charley stood in the 
middle of the boat with his coat spread for a screen. The chain 
was brought up but the story was kept in the family lest a 
scandal be started. 
# 11 This is not a "family" story but it is typical of the times. 
The Cooks, who have been mentioned before, came from Califor-
nia. They came by boat to Astoria where they spent a night in a 
hotel. 
Mr. Cook had bought a new hat for the trip. The next day 
when the Cooks were aboard the steamer that was to bring them 
to Kalama they remembered that Mr. C. had left his hat in the 
hotel. The captain of the boat obligingly held the departure of the 
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TWO PHOTOS OF CARNINE FAMILY 
[Standing} William Wells, Charlie Carnine, Minnie Carnine, Milo 
Carnine, Elsie Carnine, Edgar [Ned] Carnine, Glena Carnine, Jake 
Tippery, Emma Tippery, Tom Carnine, Fred Grim. 
[Seated] Lulu Wells, Richard Carnine, Nettie Carnine, Hannah 
Carnine, Minnie Carnine, Maud Grim. 
~ ......... -----
Thomas Allan Carnine, Maud Carnine [on stool], Minnie Tippery 
Carnine, Charles Porter Carnine, Milo Bruce Carnine, Ella May 
Tippery Carnine, Richard Seth Carnine, Hannah [Kate] Smith 
Carnine, Edgar Clayton Carnine, Lulu Carnine, Lana Tippery [in 
foreground], Lloyd Harrison Tippery, Jacob Tippery III, Emma 
Leora Carnine Tippery. 
This was the tcedding of the Tippery girls to the Carnine boys, 
October 18, 1899. 
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boat until Mr. C went back to the hotel and got his hat. 
The Cooks were headed for the home of acquaintances who 
lived in the forest back of Ostrander. They didn't know how to 
get there. They explained their problem to the conductor and 
somewhere up the track he stopped the train, let the Cooks off 
and went "a piece" with them to show them where the trail started. 
They found their friends! 
#12 Grandpa's farm was about half way between Castle Rock 
and Toutle - the next settlement. It was a day's trip from Castle 
Rock to Carnine's so many freighters and other travelers stayed 
overnight. I don't remember any payment ever being made for 
this bed and board. 
All visitors were treated with courtesy. When that guest hap-
pened to be a man of the cloth everyone bent over backwards to 
be polite and hospitable. 
One night a minister (preacher) was there. After supper the 
parlor was opened. The preacher led the family in prayer with 
everyone on his knees. 
Before bedtime the visitor felt the call of nature so remarked 
that he must get something out of his buggy. Always eager to be 
helpful Grandma said, "I will hold the light for you brother - ." 
And she carried a lamp to the door and held it high. For the rest 
of her life she was teased about this episode. 
# 13 In the spring of 1893, a handsome young man, lately ar-
rived from Kansas, came to teach the Carnine School. His name 
was William Perry Wells and on April 15, 1894, he and Lulu Bell 
were married. 
Their first home was on Uncle Jake's farm since he and Aunt 
Emma had moved to Grangeville, Idaho. 
I still have a penny post card which my father wrote to Aunt 
Emma announcing the arrival of "little" (I weighed almost 12 
pounds) Wilma on April 25, 1895. She was a healthy, happy child 
who was spoiled by her uncles who called her "Little Bill" be-
cause she looked so much like her father. The name stayed with 
her and she is now Grandma Bill, author of this saga. 
Our father was a school teacher almost all of his life. There 
was one brief period where he was editor of the Kalama Bulletin. 
During this time, in 1901, Marjorie was delivered in a big May 
basket. I saw the basket and the doctor told me that he brought 
her in it - so I know this story is true. 
Teachers were paid a starvation wage and we were alwaYs 
poorer than our relatives. -
Mother was clever with her needle and even though our clothes 
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were often made from hand-me-downs we always appeared well 
dressed. 
We girls realize, belatedly, that dad was never very well. He 
was overweight and probably long suffered from the Bright's 
disease that finally ended his life in 1930. 
We have many happy memories of him tramping the hills with 
us in search of a Christmas tree, cutting and discarding until, 
finally, the fartherest away from home we found the right tree. 
He was a philosopher, a dreamer, something of a student and a 
man of very high standards. We never heard him use profanity or 
tell an off-color story. 
I, particularly, remember how he used to read to me. He taught 
me to love and memorize poetry. Before I was twelve I am sure 
I had heard most of Dickens, his favorite, and quite a lot of 
Shakespeare from his huge calf-bound volume with the fine, 
fine print. 
Wilma Wells Stankey 
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A Note on John Barrett's 
China Policy 
SALVATORE PRISCO 
University of Alabama 
With President Nixon's visit to the People's Republic of China 
in February, 1972 the most significant changes in United States 
Foreign policy in the Far East since the end of World War II are 
in the process of taking place. In order to understand contempor-
ary events, it is often necessary to search farther into the past to 
discover the reasoning which led to subsequent policy decisions. 
The ideas of the noted Pacific coast journalist and diplomat, John 
Barrett ( 1866-1938) ,1 provide some insight into the formulation of 
one of the most important policies of the United States toward 
China in the twentieth century, the Open Door Policy. 
American foreign relations with China took on a new meaning in 
September, 1899 with the announcement of the first Open Door 
Note by Secretary of State John Hay. Indeed the Open Door was 
to be the guiding principle, with some modifications, of United 
States policy down through World War II. But the formulation of 
this policy was not the work of Secretary Hay alone. A number of 
men serving in the Far East and in the State Department contrib-
uted to it. One of these men was John Barrett who in 1898 had 
successfully completed a four year term as United States Minister 
to Siam. 
For a number of years prior to the announcement of the Open 
Door Policy, Barrett had been working on an Asian policy for the 
United States with special focus on China designed to preserve 
equality of commercial opportunity in China, and the territorial 
integrity of the Chinese Empire.~ This was in fact what the Open 
Door Policy helped to accomplish. Barrett believed that the Far 
East would lead to the destruction of China as a sovereign and in-
dependent state. To avoid this development Barrett proposed that 
the United States champion a new policy to protect China's politi-
cal and commercial interests, and preserve those of the, United 
States as well : 
A reasonable and logical conclusion as to our present policy in China could 
be summarized as follows. First we should stand firmly and persistently for 
the integrity of the Chinese empire, and use our influence for the inaugu-
ration of reforms of government; second, we should insist on the 'open door' 
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and absolute freedom of trade, in accordance with the stipulations of the old 
Tientsin treaties, from Canton to New-Chwang; third, we should direct our 
political and moral influence against the delimitation of alleged 'spheres of 
influence,' or actual 'areas of operation,' and withhold formal recognition 
thereof ... ; fourth, seeing the inevitable development of such spheres and 
the consequent break-up of the empire - without willingness to resort to 
war - we should demand and insist upon the open door and freedom of 
trade with and in these areas of quasi sovereignty; fifth, we should consider 
the advisability of securing a port in northern China, but only in the event 
of the break up of the empire, or by legitimate purchase and treaty; and 
sixth, the United States ... should work in harmony ... with other powers 
having similar commercial interests, to protect them from further limitation.3 
Above all John Barrett wished to maintain the political integrity 
of, and freedom of commercial access to China. But if this became 
impossible he was prepared to suggest alternatives including 
guarantees of freedom of trade within the spheres of influence, 
and the acquisition of a port city by the United States. One 
should not consider the proffering of these alternatives, however, 
as evidence of Barrett's willingness to acquiesce in a reversal of 
the traditional policy of the United States in China. The Open 
Door approach to China was always the keystone of his policy 
proposals. 
It is pertinent to note that Secretary of State John Hay himself 
requested the acquisition of a naval base at Samsah Bay uncovered 
to justify such an assertion. But Barrett's ideas were clearly in 
tune with the prevailing climate of opinion. In fact at every turn 
his ideas predated the announcement of actual policy by the State 
Department. 
In many ways John Barrett reflected a deep sense of confidence 
in the ability of the United States to develop a modern western 
oriented China within the framework of the Open Door Policy. 
First and foremost the success of this mission rested on the recon-
struction of the Chinese economy. In practical terms this meant 
creating an American market in China which would result even-
tually in the adoption of Western business methods by the Chinese 
themselves.4 Economic prosperity would then lead the way to 
social and political stability throughout all of China. In a secure 
atmosphere of material prosperity, the leaders of China could then 
begin the gradual process of political reform. In time China would 
become a model of the progressive, democratic, free-enterprise 
nation to be emulated by other underdeveloped peoples. 
Given the size of the Chinese Empire this would not be an easy 
task to accomplish. To some minds it was questionable whether or 
not the Chinese economy could be developed to sustain wide-
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spread progress. 5 Barrett, however, was convinced that the United 
States could succeed: 
It is often contended that China can never be a great commercial nation as 
has been predicted by many authorities because she has not the buying 
capacity. There is no better way to develop such a capacity than by opening 
up the interior [of China]. Money will flow in from the outside to purchase 
raw supplies, and will provide the people with means to buy the manu-
factured products of other nations.G 
Barrett was certain that with a policy like the Open Door hue 
economic progress would take place in China. His faith in the 
power of the free-enterprise system, and the progress of industrial 
nations was firm. A new century was about to begin, and the 
United States was in the vanguard of the civilized world. Through 
industrialization, technology and applied science China would 
become a modern progressive partner of the United States. Not 
only would China benefit from the Open Door, the United States 
too would derive concrete gains. In remarks designed to reach the 
urban and agrarian workers of the nation, Barrett argued that 
China itself was vital to American prosperity: 
The masses of our people, especially the laboring classes, are inclined to 
think that the Chinese question is one which should not concern them, and 
in the haziness of their view they may think that it has to do with Chinese 
labor, which, .. . looms up to them as a mighty danger, while in fact they 
are as much concerned as the manufacturers and exporters, and are today in 
many sections of the country and in numerous establishments absolutely de-
pendent upon the Chinese market for their employment. The farmers of the 
West and South can unite with the laboring men of the North and East in 
supporting the shippers and manufacturers and exporters in developing a 
strong Asiatic policy. Were the door of China closed against us tomorrow, 
it would mean that labor and capital alike would suffer immeasurable harm. 
They should therefore see that it is never closed.7 
To Barrett's mind foreign markets would serve as outlets for 
surplus products and social tensions between American capital and 
labor. Thus he carried Frederick Jackson Turner's frontier thesis 
to the shores of Asia. There was no doubt that the development 
of Chinese markets would be a positive good for the United States 
as well as for China. 
Speaking before the New York Chamber of Commerce in June, 
1899, Barrett pointed to the United States as the sole arbiter of 
China's future .8 All the powers irt China had declared spheres of in-
fluence for themselves except the United States. In fact the United 
States did not have a treaty or agreement with the controlling 
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powers regarding freedom of trade. Barrett counselled that the 
United States should find a way to maintain its freedom of trade 
and China's territorial integrity as well. He spoke these sentiments 
three months before the first Open Door Note concerning free 
access of trade in China was issued in September, 1899. It was not 
until July, 1900 that the State Department issued the Second 
Open Door Note calling upon the powers to guarantee China's 
sovereignty. 
These statements expressed clearly the need for a policy of 
American commitment in Asia. Force was not the answer. This 
had been Europe's stumbling block in its colonial relations. The 
United States could achieve better results through the unity of 
commercial and governmental policies. Barrett believed that in this 
way the United States could influence the modern development 
of China.9 The Open Door Policy was the embodiment of this 
rationale. With the realization of this policy, Barrett was certain 
that the United States had fought its last war in Asia.l0 
John Barrett did not simply view the American presence in 
China in commercial terms alone. It was more accurately part 
of the expansive progression of American civilization. American 
civilization was not only democratic free-enterprise civilization, 
but a Christian civilization. In an address entitled "The Future of 
Missions in Asia from a Layman's Standpoint," Barrett tied to-
gether the endeavors of churches and chambers of commerce in 
advancing the mutual interests of the United States and China.n 
Speaking of missionaries, he said that they were helpful in pre-
paring the way for commercial expansion, and that they invariably 
preceded the merchant in penetrating the interior of Asia. They 
were a necessity to the Chinese statesman and his people because 
they provided them with the knowledge needed to understand 
the modern world, and to undertake genuine progressive reform.12 
Barrett was pleased that the McKinley Administration had taken 
steps toward the goals Barrett himself had outlined.13 Referring 
to the Open Door Policy as the "McKinley Doctrine," he compared 
it favorably with the Monroe Doctrine as a means of providing 
security for Asia.l4 The United States would surely command the 
attention of the world in its role as China's sponsorY Even more 
heartening seemed to be the belief that China itself would be a 
focal point of interest and admiration in the Twentieth Century : 
The best experts agree that the Chinese are by nature born merchants, and 
if given an equal opportunity with other countries, under the protection of 
a progressive government and with the interior of the mighty empire open to 
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the world, would surpass the remarkable record of Japan during the last 
thirty years . . . 16 
Barrett did everything in his power to encourage American 
Commercial interests to invest in the development of China. Not 
only did he publicize the Open Door Policy as evidence of the 
Government's resolve to support commercial and political reform 
in China, but he drew a parallel between the development of 
American and Chinese cultures: 
The fact that the Chinese were not indigenous adds vastly to interest in the 
study of the growth of the empire. It established a degree of sympathy, on 
our part, with their history that we might not otherwise feel. [Just as the 
Americans drove the Indians before them] so the Chinese, entering their 
new field of effort, gradually drove before them the natives until now there 
are only small numbers of aborigines . . . The Chinese seem to have begun 
their empire with isolated bands of colonists in the northern, central and 
western provinces of Shensi, Shansi, Honan, and Hupeh, just as the first 
Europeans established themselves in Massachusetts, Virginia, and Florida.l7 
Barrett wanted to prove China a nation of progress from its 
earliest development. He argued that this tradition coupled with 
the aid of progressive American policies guaranteed the future suc-
cess of China as a modern nation. Pacific coast businessmen were 
so impressed with Barrett's observations, and the importance of an 
effective China policy for the trans-Pacific commerce of the Pacific 
states that the San Francisco, Los Angeles, Sacramento, Seattle, 
Tacoma and Portland chambers of commerce and boards of trade 
endorsed Barrett for the post of United States Minister to China 
in 1901.18 Subsequently Senator John Mitchell of Oregon wrote to 
President McKinley that 
Mr. Barrett has the support of nearly every commercial and trade organiza-
tion on the Pacific coast, as also that of many of the most influential and 
leading businessmen of the Pacific coast states, and also a strong and in-
fluential support from leading businessmen from many of the Eastern and 
Middle states . . . I feel confident his efforts would result in promoting to 
a very great degree our commercial interests.19 
In addition, private business firms wrote to the President prais-
ing Barrett's work. These included the Charles Nelson Lumber 
Company of San Francisco, the Sperry Flour Company of San 
Francisco, G. B. M. Harvey of Harper and Bros. Publishers, the 
well known commercial publicist and engineer Daniel A. Tompkins 
of the Southern Manufacturing Club, the Merchants Edwin Hurd 
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Conger, a capable diplomat, there was considerable support for 
Barrett's appointment.~1 Despite this campaign, however, the State 
Department chose to postpone a new appointment. 
Regardless of whether or not Barrett held the post of Minister 
to China, his policy recommendations were being acted upon 
through the Open Door notes. 2~ Barrett, of course, was not the 
author of the policy. No single individual could claim that distinc-
tion. But he clearly contributed to defining the framework in 
which the Open Door Policy was set down. 
Above all, Barrett's primary concern was the establishment of a 
cooperative and progressive policy between the United States and 
China. In a speech given before an audience of Chinese and Ameri-
cans in Shanghai in 1899, Barrett made an earnest plea for mutual 
understanding and cooperation which might well be echoed today: 
I beg of you, in judging America's policy in the Far East, to remember that 
these closing days of the Nineteenth Century are times that try men's souls, 
when all nations are unsettled in policy and uncertain as to what the future 
will bring forth. There is confusion in the minds of the people and doubt 
in the thoughts of statesmen. The United States has its share of trial and 
tribulation. But there will soon be an end to it all, when the sunshine of 
peace and certainty must break through the dark clouds of politics. Let 
us hope that this day may come soon and bring with it such decision as will 
promote the comity, prosperity and well-being of all nations, American, 
European and Asiatic.23 
1 John Barrett was born in Grafton, Vermont in 1866, and was a graduate 
of Dartmouth College. In 1889 he arrived in Oakland, California to 
teach at Hopkins Academy. In the following year he was hired by 
Michael H . deY oung as a reporter for the San Francisco Chronicle. Here 
Barrett received his basic training as a commercial publicist, and went 
on to a successful journalistic career in Astoria and Portland, Oregon 
and Seattle and Tacoma, Washington. In 1894, while editor of the 
Portland Evening Telegram, he was appointed United Minister to Siam 
by the Cleveland Administration, and served until 1898. During the War 
with Spain he was a special war correspondent for the Hearst publica-
tions. He served as Commissioner-General for Asia for the Louisiana 
Purchase Exposition held in St. Louis in 1904. In that same year Bar-
rett began a long diplomatic career in Latin America with his appoint-
ment as United States Minister to Argentina. In succeeding years he 
served in Panama (1905) and Colombia (1906). From 1907 to 1920 he 
held the post of Director of the Pan American Union. The John Barrett 
Papers are held in the Library of Congress, Washington, D.C. 
For Barrett's early career see Salvatore Prisco III, "John Barrett and 
Oregon Commercial Expansion, 1889-1898," Oregon H istorical Quarterly, 
LXXI (June, 1970), p. 141-160. 
2 The Open Door policy of equality of commercial opportunity actually 
was employed by the United States throughout the nineteenth century, 
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but the term "Open Door Policy," was not used. The Treaty of 
Wanghia, 1844, had incorporated this feature at the request of the Tao 
Kuang Emporer of China in order to keep any one power trading in 
China from gaining a eommercial monopoly. See Warren I. Cohen, 
America's Response to China, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1971), 
P· 11. 
3 John Barrett, "The Paramount Power of the Pacific," North American 
Review 169 (July, 1899), 178-179, Also see John Barrett, "America's 
Interest in Eastern Asia," North American Review, 162 (March, 1896), 
257-265. Barrett had begun to outline what beeame the Open Door 
Policy four years before it was announced by Secretary Hay. Eight 
months prior to the official issuance of the first Open Door Note, John 
Barrett was described as a "convinced advocate of the 'open door.' " 
See the Bankok Times Weekly Mail, January 28, 1899, p. 7. 
4 John Barrett, "The Paramount Power of the Pacific," N.A.R., pp. 165-
179. 
5 For critiques of the "China market" see Paul A. Varg, "The Myth of the 
China Market, 1890-1914," American Historical Review, LXXIII (Feb., 
1968), 742-758, and The Making of a Myth: The United States and 
China, 1897-1922, (East Lansing: Michigan State University Press, 1968). 
Also see Marilyn Blatt Young, The Rhetoric of Empire: American China 
Policy, 1895-1901, (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1968), and 
Ernest R. May, American Imperialism: A Speculative Essay, (New York; 
Athenum, 1968). 
In opposition to these critiques, arguments for the reality of American 
belief in the China market can be found in Thomas McCormick, China 
Market: America's Quest for Informal Empire, 1893-1901, Chicago: 
Quadrangle, 1967), and "American Expansion in China," American His-
torical Review, LXXV (June, 1970), 1393-1396. Also see Jerry Israel, 
"For God, For China and For Yale - The Open Door in Action," 
American Historical Review, LXXV (Feb., 1970), 796-807, and Pro-
gressivism and the Open Door: America and China, 1905-1921, (Pitts-
burgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1971), and William Appleman 
Williams, The Tragedy of American Diplomacy, (Cleveland: World 
Publishing Co., 1959) and Charles S. Campbell, Jr., Special Business 
Interests and the Open Door Policy, (New Haven: Yale University Press, 
1951). 
An important point to be made in this debate over the existence of the 
China market is that it was not the actual American economic invest-
ment in China that m:1ttered, but the expectation of future commercial 
gains in the China market which served as a rallying point in support 
of the Open Door Policy. 
6 John Barrett, "The Paramount Power of the Pacific," N.A.R., p. 171. 
7 Ibid., p. 170. 
8 John Barrett, American Interest in the Far East, (New York: Chamber 
of Commerce Press, 1899), p. 6. 
9 Ibid., p. 15f. 
10 John Barrett, "America in the Pacific," Forum, XXX (Dec. 1900), 481. 
ll John Barrett, "The Future of Missions in Asia from a Layman's Stand-
point," (1899), John Barrett MSS, Library of Congress. 
12 Ibid. 
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13 Extract from a speech in support of McKinley's candidacy, Barrett 
MSS, L. C. 
14 John Barrett, "America's Duty in China," North American Review, 171 
(Aug., 1900), 153-154. 
15 John Barrett, "America in the Pacific," Forum, p. 478. 
16 John Barrett, Development of American Commerce with China and the 
Far East, and Its Relation to our Merchant Marine, (Chicago: National 
Assn. of Merchants and Travelers, 1901), pp. 5-6. 
17 John Barrett, "China: Her History and Development," National Geo-
graphic Magazine, (June, July, 1901), 209-218, 266-272. 
18 See letters written to Senators John Mitchell and Joseph Simon of Ore-
gon, May 28, 1901, U. S. National Archives, Applications and Recom-
mendations, John Barrett, R. G. 59, Box 12. 
19 Senator Mitchell to President William McKinley, June 7, 1901, U.S.N.A., 
Applications, R. G. 59, Box 12. 
20 See letter written to President McKinley, May and June, 1901, U.S.N.A., 
Applications, R. G. 59, Box 12. 
21 Although Barrett did not replace Conger he did receive endorsements 
form various members of Congress, the chambers of commerce of the 
major Pacific Coast Jobbers Assn. and the Board of Foreign Missions of 
the Presbyterian Church for a new diplomatic appointment in Asia. 
See U.S.N.A. Applications, R. G., Box 12. 
22 In addition to Open Door principles, Barrett suggested a nine-point 
program to help realize an effective China policy for the United States: 
1) Government constmction of a canal in Central America to facilitate 
trade to the Far East, 2) The laying of the Pacific cable for modern 
communications, 3) Government subsidies to Pacific steamship lines, 4) 
The establishment of American branch banks oversears, 5) The perma-
nent exhibition of American products in China, 6) The sending of 
businessmen to China with specific awareness of China's needs, 7) The 
placing of commercial attaches in the State Department, 8) The addi-
tion of branches of the American Asiatic Assn. throughout Asian cities, 
9) Businessmen themselves should contribute to American commercial 
policy in the Far East. See American Interest in the Far East, p. 15f. 
23 Address given before the Shanghai Chamber of Commerce, Jan. 12, 
1899, John Barrett MSS, L. C. 
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INTRODUCTION 
One of the edges of the Pacific Basin earliest in reacting to west-
ern imperialism was the long Spanish American coastline stretching 
8,000 miles from somewhere near the present United States-
Canadian border to the straits of Magellan. In the first decade of 
the nineteenth century revolutionary activity broke out all along 
this eastern rim of the Pacific Basin and had varying degrees of 
success. From this welter of revolutionary movements those of Cal-
ifornia, Mexico, and Chile-Peru were characteristic of the range 
and variety of the broad movement. 
The Latin American movement for independence was long, con-
fused, and in some ways contradict01y. In many areas it was as 
much a civil war as a revolution; in some areas it was a war be-
tween a group of native-born leaders and peninsular-born Span-
iards; in one area it became a war to the death. In California 
there were no leaders and there was no revolution. In Mexico the 
struggle began as a popular social movement but the revolutionary 
leaders lacked a successful plan, the Pacific strategy was in error, 
and the movement failed. In Chile-Peru region the revolution 
against western imperialism had a Pacific strategy which was fun-
damental and correct and which led to eventual success. 
The revolt in these Spanish American colonies came in part as 
a result of Spain's involvement in Europe's dynastic struggles. 
Having invaded Spain in 1808, Napoleonic forces seized both the 
old king, Charles IV and his son Ferdinand, the new king; and as 
a consequence Napoleon placed his brother Joseph on the Spanish 
throne. By mid-1808 this momentous news reached Spanish Ameri-
ca and by 1810 it had sparked a series of movements that eventual-
ly became revolts for political independence. Creole elements, or 
Americanos as they called themselves, threw off European control 
and seized power from one end of Spanish America to the other. 
In all areas these insurrections were to be suppressed, except in 
Buenos Aires. Here royalist forces were too weak to reverse the 
trend; here appeared the outstanding revolutionary leader in south-
ern South America, Jose de San Martin. 
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San Martin quickly became convinced of two things; 1) that 
Buenos Aires could not be free from the threat of Spanish re-
conquest until Chile and Peru were free and 2) that Chile and 
Peru could be freed only by attacking Spanish control of the 
Pacific littoral. As the first step in the implementing of this con-
viction San Martin had named himself governor of the province of 
Duyo, on the Argentine side of the Andes from Chile. Here he 
began accumulating the necessary material of war and organizing 
an army for the eventual conquest of Chile. When in 1814, the 
decisive defeat of the Chilean revolutionary leaders caused the 
patriot forces to flee across the Andes to Argentina - San Martin 
welcomed them, incorporated their forces into his own, appointed 
one of those leaders, Bernardo O'Higgins, his second in command.1 
Finally in January, 1817 after careful preparations, San Martin 
and O'Higgins were ready for step one - to cross the Andes and 
challenge the royalists in Chile. Despite the loss of many animals 
and some equipment they successfully made the crossing and in 
mid-February met the royalist forces at Chacabuco and completely 
routed them. The defeat of the royalists there opened the way to 
the capital, Santiago, which received the liberators with open arms. 
Here O'Higgins was made Supreme Director and began to organize 
a government which, on the first anniversary of the Chacabuco 
victory, officially and solemnly declared its complete independence 
from Spain. 2 
During the same time O'Higgins and San Martin set about the 
task of developing and training an army to overcome the royalist 
forces which yet remained in the south and which had been 
strengthened by seaborne reinforcement from Peru.3 Their initial 
effort ended in near disaster. Just a month after the declaration 
of independence in March, 1818 the patriots suffered at Cancha 
Rayada such a severe defeat that many prepared to emigrate once 
again to Argentina. However, three weeks later San Martin, having 
reorganized his forces, administered a crushing defeat to the royal 
troops at Maipu and Chile was free. There now remained royalist 
forces only in the far south at Valdivia and on the island of 
Chiloe. The expulsion of these forces to await the organization of 
a navy.4 
For the next step in his grand Pacific design San Martin needed 
a fleet. Argentine privateers like Hippolyte Bouchard and others 
had been attacking Spanish shipping off the Pacific coast under 
the general leadership of the Argentine Admiral, William Brown; 
but for the invasion and conquest of Peru far greater organization 
and preparations were needed. San Martin was unable to obtain 
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the backing of Buenos Aires in this undertaking despite several 
trips there, but he did secure the help of O'Higgins. As a result a 
small fleet was assembled by purchase and capture and, most 
important, the services of an amazing British naval officer, Lord 
Thomas Cochrane, were secured by a Chilean agent in London to 
organize a navy. 
Cochrane arrived in Chile late in 1818 and soon showed his 
abilities by driving the royalists out of Valdivia, by capturing 
various Spanish ships up and down the Pacific coast, and by de-
veloping a navy at the same time. (Soon the Spanish sailors were 
calling him el diablo.' While Lord Cochrane won control of the 
Pacific coastal waters and drove the Spanish fleet into the Peru-
vian harbor of Callao, San Martin recruited and trained a Chilean-
Argentine-foreign adventurer army for the invasion. 
By August, 1820, San Martin was ready for the liberation of 
Peru. With his navy in control of the Pacific, but his army greatly 
outnumbered by royalist forces, and a notable lack of revolutionary 
enthusiasm in Peru San Martin decided on his tactic. He landed 
his forces at Pisco, about eighty miles south of the capital, Lima, 
and began to work to overcome the advantages of his foe. San 
Martin saw the invasions of Peru as a war of opinion rather than 
conquest. His technique was to cut Lima off from its food supplies 
and at the same time undermine the royalists' support through 
proclamations, revolutionary pamphlets, and propaganda in secret 
masonic societies. 
A barrack revolt in Peru and the installation of a liberal govern-
ment in Spain led to the accession of a new viceroy who opened 
negotiations with San Martin, but these were fruitless. Meanwhile 
San Martin's techniques were beginning to have their effect on 
Peruvian public opinion in support of the royalists. In June, 1821 
the viceroy withdrew his forces from the capital and a month later 
San Martin entered to the acclaim of the inhabitants. On July 28, 
1821 the independence of Peru was proclaimed. While the fall of 
Lima did not completely end royalist power on the coast it did 
mark a last important step in the freeing of that area from Spanish 
control and was vindication of San Martin's Pacific strategy. The 
final defeat and expulsion of the royalists was to be the task of 
the forces of the other great liberator of South America Simon 
Bolivar. 
In Mexico the revolution for independence began as a move-
ment of liberation from the control of Spain by Father 1\'Iiguel 
Hidalgo y Costilla. Quickly it reached its widest territorial exten-
sion and equally quickly it degenerated into a class and race war, 
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the first stage of which ended when Hidalgo was captured and 
executed. 
In its second stage the revolution was led by another parish 
priest, Father Jose Maria Morelos y Pavon, whose entire career 
was closely connected with the Pacific coast of Mexico. In his 
youth Morelos was a muleteer between Mexico City and Acapulco, 
and his revolutionary activities were to center largely around that 
Pacific port. When Morelos offered his services to Hidalgo in 
October, 1810, the latter ordered him to organize an army in the 
south and to make the capture of Acapulco his primary objective.5 
Morelos followed that directive and possibly lost the revolution as 
a result. 
Father Morelos began his fight without arms, without soldiers, 
and without training, but he quickly developed into an able mili-
tary leader of a well-trained army.6 With his instructions from 
Hidalgo, Morelos am1ed a tiny band of 25 men from his parish 
with lances and a few muskets and led them southwest to the 
Pacific coast at Zacatula picking up recruits as he advanced. The 
small garrison at Zacatula joined his forces and he then headed 
southeast along the coast toward Acapulco. In November 1810 
Morelos quickly occupied several towns overlooking the bay at 
Acapulco and commanding the fortress of San Diego and soon 
laid seige to the town itself. Royalist reinforcements tried to break 
through the blockade and though not successful, did create a 
months'-long stalemate.7 In this period an attempt to suborn an 
artilleryman to betray the fortress backfired and as a result the in-
surgents suffered a severe military and moral setback. 8 Finally 
Morelos, convinced that he could not take Acapulco with the forces 
he had, decided to lift the seige in large part and withdrew north-
ward through the mountains toward Chilpancingo, leaving a small 
force behind. 9 
Late in May, 1811 he entered Chilpancingo and May 26 at 
Tixla he won a decisive victory over a royalist force nearly three 
times larger than his own. The royalist military leaders fled all the 
way to Mexico City. It was one of the great victories of Morelos' 
first campaign.10 In mid-August Morelos' advance to the nearby 
town of Chilapa caused the royalists to abandon it and enable him 
to obtain large amounts of abandoned arms and munitions. 
At this time the capture and death of Hidalgo caused the cloak 
of revolutionary leadership in the south to fall on the shoulders of 
Morelos. It was this new role which largely led him to turn from 
the capture of Acapulco to more strategic Mexico City, the ob-
jective of his second campaign. After recruiting a large force, 
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training it and collecting supplies, Morelos began in December 
the process of capturing towns around Mexico City. Chiautla, 
Tasco, Izucar, Cuernavaca, and Cuautla fell in rapid order to the 
insurgent forces, and the way seemed open to the capture of 
Puebla. But Morelos turned away. The royalist forces, meanwhile, 
concentrated on Zitacuaro, home of the insurgent junta headed by 
Ignacio Lopez Rayon and quickly captured it. Despite this severe 
blow Morelos turned to Cuautla early in January, 1812 to begin 
preparations for an attack on Puebla. 11 The viceroy of Mexico now 
determined to capture Cuautla and sent his ablest military com-
mander, General Felix Maria Calleja, to the task. After a tena-
cious and determined two and a half months resistance Morelos 
was forced to make a bloody withdrawal leaving the town in pos-
session of the royalists, who sacked it. This setback ended Morelos' 
second campaign. 1~ 
Morelos recovered rather quickly from the Cuautla defeat. For 
the next six months he reorganized his armies and busied him-
self with preparations for his third campaign in which he again 
turned to the coastal regions. His plan was to conquer a vast zone 
of the south and southeast and to capture Acapulco, Oaxaca, 
Puebla, and Orizaba.18 In October, 1812 he entered Orizaba with-
out great difficulties and turned to his next objective, the city of 
Oaxaca. Late in November that city also fell to Morelos' insur-
gents, and the royalists thought that now he would surely turn 
to Puebla and cut the supply lines for Mexico City. Instead he 
headed toward Acapulco and initiated a series of blunders that 
nullified his earlier conquests and eventually cost him his life.14 
After a slow two months advance on the port Morelos launched 
a formal attack of Acapulco early in April, 1813. Within ten days 
he had taken all except the fortress of San Diego to which he now 
laid seige. The summer wore on. Finally in August, after four 
months of bombardment and siege, the fort surrendered, and Mor-
elos had finally completed the commission received from Father 
Hidalgo. Morelos was now at his military zenith, but Acapulco 
had cost seven months in which the royalists were able to consoli-
date their power in the north.1 ~ The capture could have little to 
do with the success of the revolution and it had given Calleja 
time to unite and reorganize his forces in order to turn on the 
south.16 
While reaching his military peak Morelos also moved toward his 
political zenith. On June 28, 1813 he issued a call to elect mem-
bers for a national congress to meet at Chilpancingo on September 
8.1' A month after the fall of Acapulco that congress elected Mor-
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elos generalisimo, declared complete independence from Spain, 
and went on to draw up a constitution that was to remain the basis 
of Mexican reform for a century. 
Morelos, however, having seen the congress on its way, had left 
Chilpancingo to carry out his new decision to capture Morelia and 
make it headquarters of the revolutionary government.18 Later in 
December Morelos launched his attack on the city, but royalist re-
inforcements routed his troops with heavy losses and in the dark-
ness the insurgents fought each other despite efforts of their 
leaders to stop the carnageY' 
The Morelian disaster was a tremendous shock to the insurgents 
and to Morelos personally and with subsequent heavy losses caused 
Morelos to lose his spirit while royalist armies were determined to 
capture Morelos and the Congress. "0 That body had in the mean-
time asserted its power, and the members now assumed executive 
control. Though he was allowed to keep the title of generalisimo 
Morelos readily gave up his military leadership, and his army was 
reduced to a 150 man escort. (Rayon said it was necessary "to 
send him to say mass in his parish.") The Congress also ordered 
Morelos to hurry to Acapulco to render that port useless before it 
fell into royalist hands and to execute royalist prisoners. 
Morelos therefore began the march to Acapulco where in early 
April he gave orders to burn the town and destroy the defenses of 
the fort. "1 Then with royalist forces in hot pursuit he fled north-
westward searching for the congress which moved even more 
rapidly. 
In October at Apatzingan the Congress proclaimed the Constitu-
tion of 1814, but time was running out for the revolutionaries. 
Within the next twelve months the royalists recaptured most of the 
towns lost earlier and now were making even stronger efforts to 
capture the congress. In November, 1815, while escorting the peri-
patetic congress eastward toward Tehuacan, Morelos was sur-
prised by a royalist force, and though he was able to save the con-
gress he himself was captured. He was sent to Mexico City, placed 
in the Inquisition prison, tried, convicted, and on December 22, 
1815 executed in secret outside Mexico City at San Cristobal 
Ecatepec. The Mexican revolution had reached its nadir. 
In this revolutionary ferment that was sweeping most of 
Spanish America the isolated Spanish Americans of Alta California 
remained largely bystanders. The patriots of Mexico, Hidalgo and 
Morelos, did not arouse much popular support in the northern 
reaches of the viceroyalty. The relatively recent founding of the 
Alta California settlement, the relatively large degree of local 
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autonomy, the relatively large percentage of officials, clergy, and 
soldiers - all tended to retard in California the development of 
interest in the independence movement. Except for the great ir-
regularity in the arrival of the supply ships from San Blas which 
resulted in some want and deprivation, and except for warning of 
possible attacks by insurgent privateers who ranged the Pacific 
coasts, the revolution touched California hardly at all until the 
year 1818.~2 
On July 9, 1817, one of these privateers, Hippolyte Bouchard, a 
Frenchman who had taken an active role in the La Plata revolt 
from the very beginning, headed eastward out of the port of 
Buenos Aires in the 677 ton Argentina with 44 guns and a crew of 
about 400 men. Bouchard sailed around Africa into the Indian 
Ocean and on to the Philippine Islands. After encounters there 
with several Spanish ships, a number of captures, and some loss 
of crew in the Philippines, Bouchard sailed on eastward to the 
Hawaiian Islands.23 
Here, anchored in Kealakekukua Bay, he encountered another 
Argentine privateer, the Santa Rosa de Chacabuco, whose crew 
had mutinied, had engaged in a bit of piracy, and had taken the 
boat to Hawaii where they tried to sell it to the Hawaiian King 
Kamahameha. 24 Bouchard pressured King Kamahameha to turn 
the Santa Rosa over to him for an adventure he had in mind -
the carrying of the revolution to Alta California. Apparently Kama-
hameha was reasonably enthusiastic about Bouchard's plans and 
joined in the venture. Bouchard appointed Kamahameha an hon-
orary lieutenant-colonel in the Argentine service and presented 
him with a proper uniform.2G Kamahameha provisioned the expedi-
tion. Bouchard found a British adventurer, Peter Corney, whom 
he placed in charge of the Santa Rosa with her 18 cannon and 
motley 100 man crew. Late in October the expedition headed for 
the Alta California coast putting the ships in fighting condition 
on the way.26 
Three weeks before, the commarulante at Santa Barbara, Jose 
Guerra, received information from a Boston brig, the Clarion, of 
insurgent preparations in Hawaii and of the impending attack. 
He forwarded this information to the capital, Monterey. Acting on 
the information, Governor Pablo Vicente de Sola took the neces-
sary preparatory measures. On October 8 he ordered valuables to 
be sent inland: from the San Francisco area to the pueblo San 
Jose, from the Monterey area to Mission Soledad. He also ordered 
that as soon as the ships were sighted the women and children 
were to be evacuated and the livestock, except the horses, were 
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to be driven inland. Lookouts were posted, but a month passed 
with no further news of the impending attack. Finally on Novem-
ber 20, just when the californios had about decided the report 
was groundless, two ships were sighted off Point Pinos, 3 miles 
north of Monterey.27 
While the larger Argentina anchored offshore in deeper water, 
the Santa Rosa entered Monterey Bay during the night. At dawn 
on November 21 the Santa Rosa opened fire and the three cannon 
of the shore battery replied.~8 After a two hour duel the Santa 
Rosa, apparently considerably damaged, lowered her flag and 
asked for a truce. (There is some question here whether this was 
or was not merely a ruse.) Meanwhile the Argentina approached 
and cast anchor just out of range and Bouchard sent an officer 
ashore under a flag of truce to emphasize that the attack was a 
blow against the king of Spain, Ferdinand VII, and to demand the 
surrender of Monterey and all of Alta California. Governor Sola 
refused to comply.29 
Early the next morning the Argentina came in closer and 
brought her guns to bear on the fort. Under cover of her fire 
a large party of men was landed despite the defense by the royal-
ist soldiers. The californios finally spiked the guns of the shore 
battery and fell back to the presidio, but that too proved impossi-
ble to hold. Soon Governor Sola withdrew with the arms and pro-
vincial archives to Rancho del Rey (Salinas). Bouchard moved in 
and raised the blue and white flag of the United Provinces of the 
Rio de la Plata over Monterey, but found little acceptance of his 
idea for a hemisphere-wide revolt against Spain. (The failure of 
the revolt in Mexico under Hidalgo and Morelos undoubtedly 
dampened the californios enthusiasm. ) the californios felt the re-
volt should be in Mexico, and besides there was still considerable 
suspicion that Bouchard was little more than a pirate. After all, 
the mutinous Santa Rosa had been just that.ao 
The insurgents ransacked the entire town, destroyed the royal 
stores, burned the homes of all the Spaniards, and loaded them-
selves with a variety of loot. At the same time repairs were made 
on the Santa Rosa. Finally, late November 26 or early November 
27, the insurgents fired the presidio and the governor's house and 
set sail south. In the meantime reinforcements from San Jose and 
San Francisco had augmented Sola's forces at Rancho del Rey, but 
he waited until December 1 before returning to Monterey with 
a force of about 200, to find, of course, that the enemy had already 
left several days before.:n 
There was some fear that Bouchard would attack Santa Barbara 
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so some families from there were sent to Mission Santa Inez and 
reinforcements came up from Los Angeles and possibly from San 
Diego to protect Santa Barbara. A foray at the Ortega Ranch, El 
Refugio, north of the town caused the insurgents to lose three men 
to the lassoes of the californios, and on December 6 Bouchard 
anchored at Santa Barbara. After several days of parleying an ex-
change of prisoners was affected by which the californios got a 
drunken Monterey citizen by the name of Molina in exchange for 
the three insurgents they had captured a few days earlier. Bou-
chard then hoisted anchor and sailed south while excitement con-
tinued high. He was seen in the following week at San Juan 
Capistrano where he apparently did little or no damage.32 Late in 
January, 1819 Bouchard was also sighted near San Bias in Mexico 
and by mid-year was off Chile.33 Just at this same time troops and 
supplies arrived from Mexico to defend Alta California against 
Bouchard. 34 
Three years later Alta California quietly received the news of 
the successful Agustin Iturbide revolution. Governor Sola sum-
moned a junta to advise him on a course of action. As a result on 
April 11, 1822 Sola, the members of the junta, and the Monterey 
garrison took oath to the new, independent Mexican government. 
In Peru at that time San Martin and Bolivar were making plans 
for joint action against the last royalist forces on the continent and 
as a result within three years all Spanish power on the Pacific 
littoral of the western hemisphere was extinguished. The first stage 
of Pacific Basin nationalism had ended. 
1 Domingo Amum1tegui y Solar, La emancipaci6n de hispanoamerica, 
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3 Luis Galdames, A History of Chile, trans. by Isaac J. Cox, University of 
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Ernestine Smutny - Book Review Editor 
FREDERICK JACKSON TURNER: Historian, Scholar, Teacher, 
by Ray Allen Billington. (New York, Oxford University Press, 
1973. 599 p ., illus., ports. $17.50.) 
Reveiwers: JANET McHuGH and ERNESTINE SMUTNY. Miss Mc-
Hugh, formerly Serials Assistant at the UOP Library is now 
studying at the Columbia University School of Library Service. 
Dr. Ray Billington spoke of his recent book, THE GENESIS OF 
THE FRONTIER THESIS, as a spinoff from the biography of 
the historian Frederick Jackson Turner which he was then engaged 
in writing; with the finished book in hand the reader may feel 
justified in feeling that it was the other way around. For it is easy 
to conclude from this exemplarily-researched and felicitously writ-
ten biography that Turner's life was supremely uneventful and 
even rather parochial, at least from an intellectual, if less from an 
economic, point of view. The salient points of Turner's life are 
nearly all in an institutional context: his doctorate obtained at 
Johns Hopkins, the bulk of his teaching and writing career spent 
at his beloved University of Wisconsin, his eventual removal to 
Harvard and subsequently to the Henry E. Huntington Library 
in California. The one occasion when, without intending to do so, 
he caught the attention of the public at large (by the reading of a 
paper on the "Frontier in American History" to a meeting of his-
torians at the Chicago World's Fair in 1893) was one of the de-
cisive events in American intellectual histmy and one which had 
an immediate effect on the reading public and on such eminent 
laymen as Theodore Roosevelt as well as on such fellow historians 
as Woodrow Wilson. And yet; for all his deep interest in promoting 
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the study of history, which he tried to further by writing for 
periodicals like the ATLANTIC MONTHLY and by travelling 
tedious hours to address high school commencements, teacher in-
stitutes and the like, his main interests were always academic. In 
a way, this presents a problem to a biographer. His was a life of 
teaching, reading, writing and performing routine academic duties, 
spelled only by much-needed vacation trips which put him in con-
tact with the unspoiled American wilderness or the possibility of 
another position. Fellow-addicts will realize that the story of a 
summer spent in tapping the resources of an unbroached archive, 
emerging only for a constitutional walk and a good dinner, is the 
description of the life of Riley, and fellow sufferers will shudder 
with nervous sympathy as he faced the horrendous prospect of 
putting out feelers preparatory to uprooting himself and putting 
down roots in a new academic context, hoping that the libraries 
and resources would be as good as those he left behind, but even 
they will recognize that this does not exactly lend itself to en-
thralling narrative. 
And yet Billington has steered his way tactfully and adroitly 
among the masses of sometimes forbiddingly dry letters and papers 
preserved in file after file at the Huntington Library and has suc-
ceeded in composing a book which never flags in interest to the 
lay reader and which is extremely illuminative of the period in 
which the American University system and the historical profes-
sion came of age as he chronicled the life of the man who was 
probably the most charming and well-liked as well as most influen-
tial of American historians. 
For all the fame and influence that he achieved and experienced 
Turner never did write the single great history that everyone ex-
pected of him. Fascinated by every facet of history - geographic, 
economic, religious, sociological - he rejected a purely political 
view of history and insisted that the complexities of the past 
would need to be constantly re-interpreted. His own unflagging 
research may have made him unwilling to cast his thoughts in 
permanent book form; when he died he had produc~d - by dicta-
tion - only one book and part of another. But his theory of the 
major role played by the frontier and sectionalism in shaping our 
history has had an enormous influence. Billington gives an excel-
lent assessment of that theory today and evaluates Turner's position 
in the history of scholarship as he pays loving tribute to the man. 
In fact, no more fitting tribute to Turner, man and scholar, can 
be conceived than this handsome volume, impeccable in scholar-
ship, absorbing in style and monumental in scope. 
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BURNT OUT FIRES, by Richard H. Dillon. (Englewood Cliffs, 
New Jersey, Prentice Hall, 1973. 371 p., illus., ports., $8.95) 
Reviewer: R. CoKE WooD, Director, Pacific Center for Western 
Historical Studies, UOP 
So many books and accounts have been written about Captain 
Jack and the Modoc War that one wonders why the great "story 
teller," Richard Dillon, should select it as being suitable for one 
of his retold stories of California history. I had visited the Lava 
Beds National Monument and Captain Jack's stronghold in 1959 
with Rockwell D. Hunt and we were given a personally guided 
tour of the area by Keith Murray, author of The Modocs and Their 
War. During the summer months, when he was not teaching, 
Murray worked for the National Park Service as a guide in the 
monument. I thought he had the most reliable and the latest story 
on the Modoc War, but I agree that Dick Dillon has made a new 
and worthwhile contribution. Not only has he researched the pub-
lications and materials on the Modoc War but he has studied ex-
tensively the Indian Wars in the West. He has explored the lava 
beds ("Burnt-Out Fires"') and determined how the Modocs were 
able to use this natural fmtress effectively to withstand a much 
larger military force under General Canby, the only general 
killed by Indians in American history. 
To this sound knowledge of the conflict, Dillon has given the 
latest sympathetic interpretation of the cruel treatment of the 
redman by the aggressive white settlers. Whether you agree with 
this interpretation or not, you'll enjoy the excellent story-telling 
style which Dick Dillon uses so effectively. It is a fine contribution 
.to the voluminous literature dealing with the impact of the white 
man's culture on that of the Indians. 
HETCH HETCHY AND ITS DAM RAILROAD, by Ted Wunn 
(Berkeley, Howell-North Books, 1973, 300 p ., illus., $13.50) 
Reviewer: R. H. LIMBAUGH, Associate Professor of History, COP 
The collector's market is currently crowded with nostalgic rail-
road books, but this is certainly one of the best. Its pages bulge 
with nearly 500 historical photographs - plus a few maps, charts, 
and documents - all excellently reproduced and appropriately 
placed in conjunction with the text. But railroading makes up only 
part of this work. It is a comprehensive and sympathetic treatment 
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(despite the title which incidentally was intended to be witty 
rather than pejorative) of the construction and operation of San 
Francisco's water supply system from the peninsular reservoirs of 
the 1850's to the completion of Don Pedro Dam over a century 
later. The narrative is substantive without being pedantic, and is 
filled with infonnation derived not only from over 200 interviews 
with railroaders and other Retch Hetchy personnel but also from 
the municipal records in San Francisco which the author thor-
oughly scrutinized. 
Unfortunately Mr. Wurm used only those sources which he 
found compatible with his point of view. Environmentalists will 
not be pleased by his cavalier treatment of Retch Hetchy critics, 
his obsequious praise of the Raker Act of 1913 which authorized 
the dam construction, his unqualified endorsement of progressive 
conservation and his naive remarks on wilderness preservation. 
Had there never been a Retch Hetchy controversy perhaps the 
author's glowing encomiums to Chief Engineer Mike O'Shaughnes-
sy and other San Francisco officials would sound less gratuitous to 
unsympathetic ears, but one does not have to be a Sierra Club 
member to question the statement that Retch Hetchy could be 
restored to "much of its original appearance" in "perhaps ten years" 
whenever San Francisco no longer needs the water. In short, as an 
illustrated engineering history this book is both entertaining and 
instructive, but it is a biased account which must be used with 
caution. 
JOHN McLOUGHLIN'S BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE, 1847-
48, Edited by William R. Sampson, (Seattle: University of 
Washington Press, 1973, $12.50) 
Reviewer: DANIEL E. WHITTAKER, Graduate Student in Western 
U. S. History, University of the Pacific. 
William R. Sampson, formerly park historian at Fort Vancouver 
National Historic Site, now professor of history at the University 
of Alberta, has made a useful contribution to the history of the 
Pacific Coast. His presentation of John McLoughlin's business cor-
respondence for the years 1847-48 offers a wealth of information 
and insight not only into the economic affairs of the Columbia 
Department of the Hudson's Bay Company for this period, but also 
on various personalities who went on to participate in the history 
of Oregon, California, Washington and Hawaii, as well. 
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The publication of the letters themselves make available much 
rich material for the study and evaluation of McLoughlin's opera-
tions in the West. Mr. Sampson has shared the results of extensive 
and detailed research on each letter, explaining in considerable 
detail the personalities and content involved. He also suggests, 
in his footnoting of the letters, sources relevant to their content. 
Additionally, the author has included appendices which are also 
very useful to both professional and amateur historians. Appendix 
A includes letters relevant to the Hawaii trade during the years 
1844-48. Appendix B charts commercial shipping other than Hud-
son's Bay Company vessels on the Columbia River for the period 
1846-48. Appendix C is a handy list of biographical sketches of 
persons included or referred to in the letters. Sampson offers an 
extensive bibliography categorized by type - manuscript, primary, 
secondary, published or unpublished - and giving location where 
necessary. A further convenient feature is a separate index of cor-
respondents in addition to the general index. 
JOHN McLOUGHLIN'S BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE, 
1847-48 offers the student of Western History an insight into 
McLoughlin's personality as well as his business affairs. More gen-
erally, it offers an opportunity to glimpse the Western environ-
ment of the late 1840's from the inside, providing an increased 
understanding of the difficulties encountered by the frontier com-
munity struggling to establish, expand and diversify its economy. 
THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY AND CALIFORNIA POLITICS 
1880-1896, by Hal Williams. Stanford, California, Stanford Uni-
versity Press, 1973, 290 p. 
Reviewer : JERRY BRiscoE, Political Science, C.O.P. 
Williams has drawn copiously from the archives of correspon-
dence of California politicians and from newspaper files in order 
to tell a side of the story which is obscured by our current em-
phasis upon the power of the Southern Pacific Railway. He argues 
that a false picture has been given, even by Senator Allan Cranston 
and by Lord Bryce, that the politicians of California were putting 
up no resistance to the railway barons, headed by Huntington. 
That the "Big Four" did organize to keep their monopoly he 
does not deny. He further cites the accusations by Huntington 
against Leland Stanford, but he prefers the interpretation that the 
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owners of the S. P. were drawn into political matters in defense of 
their business interests, whether they wished to dominate the 
state or not. 
The correct picture of the political scene in California, Williams 
asserts, would indicate that on several occasions, the California 
parties, both Democratic and Republican, attacked the railway 
monopoly. 
The shortlived Workingmen's party attracted to itself a group 
of anti-monopolists who returned to the Democratic Party and 
were responsible for the Stockton convention in 1884, in which 
fierce denunciations of "traitors and pledge-breakers" were passed. 
Stephen M. White, the temporary chairman of the convention, is 
followed through his entire career until he was replaced as Sena-
tor in 1898. Throughout that career he was opposed to the Southern 
Pacific. 
The antagonist to White in the drama is John Irish, a continual 
supporter of Grover Cleveland in the state. Williams details the 
struggles for patronage between the two California factions, noting 
that Cleveland was never able to satisfy either. 
Anti-railway sentiment declined when the Santa Fe entered the 
state in the south and introduced a rate war. But other splinter 
movements, including that of the Populists and the struggling 
railway unions, helped the Democratic anti-monopolists, occasion-
ally with considerable success. Williams notes the enthusiasm of 
many Californians when the "people's railroad" was begun in 
1895 through the San Joaquin Valley to provide competition to 
the Southern Pacific. He notes the defeat of the Southern Pacific's 
attempt to save the Central Pacific from foreclosure, and the de-
feat of the Southern Pacific's attempt to control the port facilities 
near Los Angeles. 
The anti-monopoly Democrats won occasional victories in the 
state, but eventually lost for at least two reasons: they were never 
granted patronage support by Grover Cleveland, and they were 
being overwhelmed in the polls by large numbers of Republican 
arrivals entering the state in. the south. 
The book is a rich mine of material drawn directly from original 
sources. Its quotations are well-selected, lifelike, and directly to 
the point. The narrative is closely worded, as one must expect from 
this immense scholarly labor. It offers a guide to West Coast 
archives in its bibliographical note, and is well-indexed. 
It will doubtless be accepted as a valuable document for the 
serious reader. 
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Notes from the Book Editor 
A WALKING TOUR OF THE BLACK PRESENCE IN SAN 
FRANCISCO DURING THE NINETEENTH CENTURY. A 
Black History Week Event, by Elizabeth L. Parker and James 
Abajian. San Francisco, San Francisco African American Histori-
cal and Cultural Society. 1974, 23 p. frontis, map. Individuals 
$2.50; Institutions $5.00. 
A guide book, intended as it is to enlighten the traveller as he 
moves from place to place in a spatial rather than a logical or 
chronological sequence, is not usually exciting reading, no matter 
how informative it may be. A WALKING TOUR is not overtly 
exciting, but it will be a revelation to many people to read how 
pervasive the Black presence in San Francisco was, and how varied 
were the accomplishments and contributions of its Black citizens. 
Public and school libraries of all levels should have this carefully 
prepared booklet, as well as California history collections, and since 
only 1000 copies were printed (by Lawton and Alfred Kennedy) 
it would be well not to delay acquisition. 
WHEN NAVAJOS HAD TOO MANY SHEEP: the 1940's by 
George A Boyce. San Francisco, Indian Historian Press, 1974. 
243 p., illus., maps, paper, $5.00 
The sheep and horses brought by the Spaniards completely 
changed the Navajo way of life. While the other Indians contin-
ued to follow their traditional economies the Navajo "good life" 
became the ownership of many sheep and plenty of horses, and by 
the 1930's approximately a million sheep were grazing an area 
which could have supported adequately about half that number. 
The Navajo tribe, on the other hand, increased from some 10,000 
to 120,000 in the century after the Civil War, and even a million 
sheep were too few to suppmt that number. Compounding the 
pwblem was the fact that few of the Indians had more than two 
or three years of schooling, and the lack of education, coupled 
with the meager resources of the reservation and the heavy hand 
of bureaucracy, meant that no quick or simple solution was possi-
ble. Mr. Boyce was employed by the Bureau of Indian Affairs on 
the Navajo Reservation during the 40's, when the government was 
forcing livestock reduction and at the same time cutting down on 
financial support for the Indians, and the Indians were both re-
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sisting such a reduction and fighting for better educational oppor-
tunities. 
The style is neither emotional or rhetorical; it is calm and, if 
anything, pedestrian. The author obviously relates matters as he 
found them, and he documents his facts as well as he can. This is 
not a pleasant book to read, but more people should read it than 
probably will. 
THE AMERICAN INDIAN READER: LITERATURE, edited 
by Jeannette Henry. San Francisco, California, Indian Historian 
Press, cl973 paper, $3. 
Literature is the third in this series of readers to be published 
by the Indian Historian Press, the only Indian publishing house in 
the Nation. The earlier volumes are ANTHROPOLOGY and EDU-
CATION. As the title implies, this volume reproduces in transla-
tion representative poetry, stories, contemporary writing and 
includes some initial materials which serve to indicate the variety 
and richness of the Indian Heritage. 
I might mention here that, in addition to the monographs, the 
Press publishes an annual index to literature on the American 
Indian in periodicals and books, and two journals. THE INDIAN 
HISTORIAN is a quarterly journal for adults, while the WEE-
WISH TREE is for young people. 
HISTORY OF DOWNEY, the Life Story of a Pioneer Community 
and of the Man who Founded it - California Governor John 
Gately Downey - From the Covered Wagon to the Space Shuttle 
- by Charles Russell Quinn. Downey, California, Elena Quinn, 
1973. 223 p., illus., ports., diagrs. $12.50, soft cover $3.50. 
There is no question that Charles Quinn, already well-known 
for his writings on the West, thoroughly enjoyed the preparation of 
this centennial history. As he states in the preface, newspapers, 
letters, documents, county records, personal and corporate archives 
were all used to give body t? the story of the Santa Gertrudes 
Ranch and the man of vision who was California's first land devel-
oper. The pioneers who settled the small farms cut from the Santa 
Gertrudes were largely from the Old South - fugitives from a war-
ravaged land - and so well did they prosper that an agricultural 
town developed which served as market basket for the metropolitan 
areas nearby. After the 1918 war, however, industry began to 
develop and Downey early became the site of the Emsco Aircraft 
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Corporation, the first step of the trail which led to North American 
and the space shuttle of our own day. 
This is a quiet story with a good beginning and a good ending, 
with enough hardship and challenges to develop the spirit but not 
to break it. There are men and women of determination and cour-
age, who planned schools and churches, homes, banks, and busi-
nesses, but there do not appear to have been any villains and 
little small town bickering over the common good. Downey has 
proved its merit and realized much of its potential, and its mood 
is shown by the order form for securing this book. Checks are to 
be made payable to the Downey Second Century Foundation. 
HISTORICAL DIRECTORY OF SANTA CLARA COUNTY 
NEWSPAPERS 1850-1972, by Jean French Wheeler. San Jose, 
Sourisseau Academy, San Jose State University, 1973. 37 p. 
paper, $2.00. 
The Sourisseau Academy for California State and Local History 
was established primarily through a bequest from Miss Eva Souris-
seau for scholarly research and publication, and this directory is 
its first Occasional Paper. 
Section 1 of the list contains a directory of selected libraries and 
newspaper publishing compames of Santa Clara County with an 
annotation on holdings and use policy; the following sections add 
a few important libraries and explanation of abbreviations and 
symbols. The main body of the work is a carefully prepared list 
of all newspaper or newspaper-like publications with what infor-
mation could be gleaned about them and a holdings record for 
any library possessing copies. 
This librarian could have wished for standard L. C. Union List 
symbols for the libraries; perhaps Prof. Wheeler felt that too many 
new symbols would have been required and so made up her own. 
Except for this I think that the compilation deserves high praise 
and hope that it will be an inspiration for other counties to do 
likewise. 
BRAND BOOK NUMBER THREE, George M. Ellis, Editor. San 
Diego, The San Diego Corral of the Westerners, 1973. 196 p., 
illus. $26.00. 
This third brand book from the SAN DIEGO CORRAL of West-
erners makes good reading. While it continues the topics of the 
earlier volumes it covers two additional areas - fur trapping and 
trading and the ubiquitous bordello. 
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Well written, fully documented, and illustrated with line draw-
ings as well as color reproductions of painting by Bill Bender 
(who contributed a delightful story of his metamorphosis from 
cowboy to artist), it will form a welcome addition to western 
collections. 
SANTA CRUZ COUNTY - Parade of the Past, by Margaret Koch. 
Fresno, Valley Publishers, 1973. 254 p., illus., ports. $11.50. 
We all owe a debt of gratitude to the history buffs who spend 
their days toiling happily in archives or collecting photographs and 
reminiscences from their own families and the families of other 
pioneers, as well as from those who have themselves shaped some 
facet of our heritage. Margaret Koch's history of Santa Cruz 
County is the engrossing result of long hours of research enlivened 
with over 300 photographs. Narrative and pictures span the years . 
from the coming of the Spanish to the very recent past, docu-
mented with bibliography, and, especially worthy of praise, pains-
takingly indexed. Mrs. Koch, a fourth generation resident of the 
county, has earned her niche in the memories not only of the 
casual reader but also of the student and researcher - to say noth-
ing of the librarian. 
SOUTH FROM SAN FRANCISCO, by Frank M. Stanger. Second 
Edition. San Mateo, San Mateo Historical Association, 1974. 
214 p., illus., maps, paper, $5.25. 
By making the margins smaller and using regular stock paper 
the Society has succeeded in making available a moderately-
priced reprint of this well-known work. Two of the pictures have 
been replaced and a new forward has been added, but otherwise 
the contents are unchanged. 
BUTTE REMEMBERS, presented by Butte County Branch, The 
National League of American Pen Women. [Chico, c1973] 84 p., 
illus., ports., $5.00 
That Pen Women may also be artists is attested by this charming 
collection of local history vignettes. Illustrated by many line draw-
ings and a woodcut as well as by photographs and portraits, it is 
valuable for the many insights and details that only loving memory 
can furnish . Although there is no separate bibliography, many ref-
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erences throughout the text indicate that, wherever possible, mem-
ory or tradition has been verified by contemporary sources. 
The earlier volume published by the group appeared in 1940. 
Let us hope that we will not have to wait so long for the next! 
"CRAB IS KING" The Colorful Story of Fisherman's Wharf in San 
Francisco, by Bernard A verbuch. San Francisco, Mabuhay Pub-
lishing Co., cl973. 190 p., illus., ports. paper. $3.27. 
Few who visit San Francisco for a few days fail to make the 
trip - often by cable car - to Fisherman's Wharf, and few who live 
in the area fail to have their favorite wharf restaurant to impress 
visitors from "the East." 
Mr. A verbuch has gathered together some twenty-five stories 
from all parts of the history of this northern waterfront. He con-
centrates on the Wharf and its personalities - the fishermen and 
restaurateurs who have been its backbone - but he also includes 
the tragic-comic background of the Mariner's Museum and the 
happy fate of Ghirardelli Square and the Cannery, as well as that 
of the cable cars and their tiny park. There is a final chapter with 
luscious seafood recipes. 
The stories are best read one or two at the time - they are too 
disparate in subject and chronology to be approached as formal 
history. Written in journalistic style and full of reminiscences 
quoted from the men who have shaped the wharf from the early 
years of the century, they form a crazy-quilt of colorful vignettes -
the spice and flavor of history (if not the warp and woof) cap-
tured before the passing years have dulled them. 
THIS WAS CATTLE RANCHING YESTERDAY AND TODAY, 
by Virginia Paul. Seattle, Superior Publishing Co., c1973, 192 p. 
illus., ports. $13.95. 
Text, in spite of Mrs. Paul's intent to give an overall account of 
the development of cattle ranching in the Northwest, takes second 
place to the photographs in this lavishly illustrated book. Since 
these pictures are almost all from original photographs or con-
temporary drawings, they are all in black and white, but so vivid 
that the reader-viewer is carried along almost too quickly to read 
the explanatmy captions. Mrs. Paul shows clearly the development 
of the cattle industry from the old open-range grass-fed steers 
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to the present highly bred and scientifically fed animals which 
eventually grace our tables today - another area where the ingenuity 
of man has been able to challenge nature and change it in order to 
meet the demands of our burgeoning population and more de-
manding tastes. 
"MYSTERIOUS SCOTT" the Monte Cristo of Death Valley and 
Tracks of a Tenderfoot, by Orin S. Merrill .. . Bishop, California, 
Chalfant Press, c1906. [1973] 
Orin Merrill published the first edition of his book, a photo 
reprint of which has just been issued by Sierra Media, Inc. in a 
sturdy and attractive linen-covered paperback. While no one would 
call this a classic account of the deserts, mountains and mines of 
the West or praise the elegance of its style, it is a sober level-
headed account of what the actual life and conditions were, and 
the author records many yarns and a fair amount of local history. 
The Appendix lists most of the mining areas of Nevada and the 
companies prominent in each. 
So far as I can determine this title is not widely held, and for 
that reason the reprint will be of general interest. 
HISTORY OF NEVADA, by Russell R. Elliott, Lincoln, University 
of Nebraska Press, 1973, 447 p., illus., maps, tables. $9.50. 
Nevada is a state where contradictions are the rule rather than 
the exception, so it is only fitting that almost everyone talks about 
some aspects of Nevada past or present, but almost no one writes 
seriously about it. Russell Elliott has broken ground with this one 
volume history which traces the history of the area from the early 
beginnings to the present day. Primarily economic and political in 
emphasis, well written, extensively documented and carefully in-
dexed, his work is a valuable contribution for the study of a state 
too often mentioned only for gold and silver rushes, atomic bomb 
testing or the opulent honky tonk of Las Vegas and its ilk. 
THE GREAT SALT LAKE, by Dale L. Morgan; introduction by 
Ray Allen Billington, Albuquerque, University of New Mexico 
Press [c1947, reprint 1973] xxviii, 432 p . cloth $12.00; paper 
$3.95. 
If the University of New Mexico Press had done no more than 
re-issue Dale Morgan's classic history, called by many the best of 
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the American Lakes series, it would have been a worthwhile 
venture. They have, however, added a fascinating and well-written 
introduction by Ray Allen Billington which perceptively and suc-
cintly traces Dale Morgan's career, the writing of the book, and its 
cinctly traces Dale Morgan's career, the writing of the book, and 
its relevance today. 
THE EXPEDITIONS OF JOHN CHARLES FREMONT, [3 v. 
2,] The Bear Flag Revolt and the Court Martial; v 2 Supplement: 
Proceedings of the Court-martial; edited by Mary Lee Spence 
and Donald Jackson. Urbana, University of Illinois Press, cl973. 
519, 464 p., illus., facsims, fold. map. $17.50, $12.50. 
This second volume of what will undoubtedly be the definitive 
study of John Charles Fremont covers the years from 1845 to 1848. 
During this turbulent period, which climaxed with the annexation 
of California, Fremont, nominally on an exploring expedition, 
played a controversial role which resulted in his courtmartial. 
Mary Lee Spence states that a careful perusal of the documents, 
especially of the courtmartial, will show that in the California epi-
sode "Fremont was right as often as wrong and that neither side 
in the controversy acquited itself with distinction." She also notes 
that although Fremont was absolved from any punishment, the 
bitterness engendered by the trial undoubtedly affected his charac-
ter and his subsequent career. 
GEORGE W. P. HUNT AND HIS ARIZONA, by John S. Goff. 
Pasadena, California, Socio-Technical Publication, cl973. 286 p., 
illus., ports. $10.00 
The title of this carefully researched biography pays tribute to 
its subject, for a biography of Hunt is really a political history of 
Arizona from the 1800's to the early years of the New Deal. As 
territorial legislator, president of the constitutional convention 
and seven-term governor, Hunt dominated the Arizona political 
scene as no man is ever likely to do again. Largely self-educated, 
he had a genius for political organization and administration and 
a remarkable ability to make and keep friends and win over ene-
mies. He stood firm for what he believed to be best for Arizona, 
and his personal integrity was never questioned. In many ways he 
was ahead of his times and his ideas and programs were progres-
sive and flexible, but he was unable to realize that eventually he 
should step- aside to make way for a younger successor. 
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Professor Goss used all of the Hunt papers and many private 
unpublished sources as well as contemporary newspapers and gov-
ernment records to document his materials and to give the views 
of Hunt's friends and opponents. At the end he has appended 
brief biographies of other important men in Arizona politics. 
WESTWARD EXPANSION: A history of the American Frontier, 
by Ray Allen Billington with the collaboration of the late James 
Blaine Hedges. Fourth edition. N.Y., MacMacmillan, c1974. 840 
p. maps, bibliog. $12.95. 
This new edition of WESTWARD EXPANSION is extensively 
revised, containing much new material and omiting or condensing 
some of the less relevant portions. Little need be added to the 
favorable comments already made about this work except to em-
phasize the careful scholarship and meticulous care that continues 
to go into its preparation. 
This edition (for the first time) gives ethnic identification for 
heroes or villains, but the author expresses the hope that individ-
uals may some day need to be recognized only for their deeds. The 
bibliography, now grown to an astonishing 142 pages is an anno-
tated and completely revised list of all books and articles on the 
history of the West which the author considers significant. The 
terminal date is 1972, though a few 1973 titles are included. 
This is a weighty tome - while some parts read easily and quickly 
most of it is solid meat which requires much digesting. One should 
not be surprised at an occasional bit of gristle - I am still chewing 
over the statement on p. 340 that "The Plains Indians were 
especially dangerous because (italics mine) physically they were 
among the finest types in all America." Such minor matters aside, 
this is a truly impressive accomplishment. 
PROGRESS AND PRAGMATISM : James, Dewey, Beard and the 
American Idea of Progress, by David W. Marcell, Contributions 
in American Studies, Number 9. Westport, Connecticut, Green-
wood Press, cl974. 402 p. 
Professor Marcell begins his study by showing how the American 
view of progress was nurtured and made a part of our national 
psyche by the rapid expansion and development of the country. 
Progress, it appeared, was the natural result of libeliy and demo-
cracy, and America would lead the world to an enlightened and 
harmonious future . As America was transformed into a continental 
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and proto-industrial society, however, the development of cities 
destroyed much of the earlier agrarian base. This change, coupled 
with the effects of the evolutionary tenets of Darwin, seriously 
challenged the older, more simplistic idea of progress. Professor 
Marcell considers James, Dewey, and Beard the most influential 
thinkers of the twentieth century, and he examines the ways in 
which pragmatism modified the thought of each. Since James was 
primarily concerned with the individual, Dewey with society, and 
Beard with historical questions, the pragmatism of each has dis-
tinctive features, but their conclusions have important implications 
for the future of our society. 
JEFFERSON AND CIVIL LIBERTIES: the darker side, by 
Leonard W. Levy. Quadrangle/The New York Times Book Co., 
cl963 XXIX, 225 p. Paperback edition 1973, $2.95. 
Levy's book met with mixed reviews when it first appeared, and 
there is no reason to believe that it is less controversial ten years 
later. In the preface he examines some of the harsh criticism and 
reiterates his thesis that to expose inconsistencies or contradictions 
in Jefferson's life or writings is not to denigrate, but to give a 
truer picture of both the man and his time. He points out, quite 
correctly, that the best of Jefferson was often the best of America, 
and the contradictions which existed between his words and deeds 
are often the same contradictions which still plague the American 
people as a whole. It is possible that the publication of Fawn 
Brodie's new THOMAS JEFFERSON: AN INTIMATE HISTORY 
will serve to reinforce many of Levy's points and mitigate the 
criticism. 
WE SHALL BE ALL: A history of the Industrial Workers of the 
World, by Melvyn Dubofsky. N.Y., Quadrangle / The New York 
Times Book Co., cl969. xviii, 557 p. Paperbound edition, 1973, 
$4.95. 
This new printing of a labor classic contains a new preface 
which clarifies a few of the author's positions, but otherwise there 
do not appear to be changes. 
The story of the IWW sheds much light on radicalism in Ameri-
ca, and the story is well told. It is a pity that this edition, however, 
with small type and smaller-type quotations, does not invite the 
eye of the casual reader. 
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TREASURES AMONG MEN : The Fudai Daimyo in Tokugawa 
Japan, by Harold Bolitho, New Haven, Yale University Press, 
1974. 278 p., $12.50. 
Dr Bolitho, currently on the faculty of Monash University, Vic-
toria, Australia, has expanded his doctoral dissertation into this ac-
count of the chaotic political situation in Japan from the sixteenth 
to nineteenth centuries. He studies the opposing tensions of feudal 
baronies and centralized control, and shows how the power of the 
Tokugawa, already beginning to crumble, was further eroded · by 
the arrival of Perry in 1853 and the other Westerners who followed 
him. The fudai daimyo, originally the strongest support of the 
shogunate, eventually refused to fight for it in the final conflicts 
that led to the Meiji restoration. 
DIALOGUES ON THE PHILOSOPHY OF MARXISM, from the 
proceeding of the Society for the Philosophical study of Dialecti-
cal Materialism, edited by John Somerville and Howard Parsons. 
Contributions in Philosophy, Number 6. Westport, Conn., Green-
wood Press, 1974. 420 p. $15.00 
After the excesses of the McCarthy era had passed, Dr. Parsons 
moved to open dialog between philosophers of the West and East. 
With a group of like-minded professors he organized a special 
group affiliated with the American Philosophical Society, the So-
ciety for the Philosophical study of Dialectical Materialism. Mem-
bership is open to all APA members and associates, and this 
volume reproduces the text of the discussions held at annual or 
semiannual symposia. Grouped according to subject rather than 
the order of presentation, the lectures and comments explore the 
philosophical foundation of Marxism, and its relation to logic, 
science, humanism, man, ethics, alienation, existentialism, Sartre, 
and history. Most of the authors are professors and most are from 
the U.S., but there are three from Russia, two from Yugoslavia, and 
one each from Poland and Belgium. 
A HISTORY OF AUSTRALIA V. III, The Beginning of Australian 
Civilization 1824-1851, by C. M. H. Clark. Melbourne, Mel-
bourne University Press, cl973. 491 p ., ports., maps, facsims. 
$15.85. (Distributed in the U.S. and Canada by International 
Scholarly Book Services ) 
The third of a projected four-volume history of Australia, this 
volume describes the development of the country up to the dis-
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covery of gold. As with the first two volumes, the iconoclastic style 
and idiosyncratic interpretations will bring mixed reviews, but the 
series is one which every scholarly researcher will find challenging 
and research librarians indispensible. 
PROGRESSIVES AND PROHIBITIONISTS: Texas Democrats in 
the Wilson Era, by Lewis L. Gould, Austin, University of Texas 
Press. 339 p., illus., ports., facsims. $10.00. 
Lewis Gould has effectively challenged the interpretation of pro-
hibition as a conservative crusade of social backwardness by dem-
onstrating that, in Texas as least, the progressive members of the 
dominant Democratic party favored prohibition, woman suffrage, 
initiatives and referendums and opposition to special interest 
groups in politics. 
LESSONS OF THE PAST; the Use and Misuse of History in 
. American Foreign Policy, by Ernest R. May. New York, Oxford 
University Press, 1973. 220 p. $6.95. 
Professor May argues quite persuasively that in attempting to 
base new decisions on the lessons of the past, nations, specifically 
the United States, too often read the wrong lesson. He feels that 
historians well grounded in the total history of a specific area 
would be able to point out differences in situations and cite wider 
parallels which would prevent a simplistic attempt to correct a 
problem by using the solution that events have shown would have 
been correct the last time. 
THE PRICE OF INDEPENDENCE, a Realistic View of the 
American Revolution, by Broadus Mitchell. New York, Oxford 
University Press, 1974, 374 p., $9.50. 
The subtitle indicates the scope of the book - a sober and factual 
examination of the forgotten side of our birth-pains. Here is the 
familiar story of indifference, fratricidal strife, pettiness, dishon-
esty, incompetence and cruelty to balance the nobility we usually 
associate with the Revolution, a war decided more by England's 
lack of enthusiasm than by our merit, and won with the help of 
an ally more dedicated to hatred of our opponent than to our 
best interests. 
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WHERE HAS LAST JULY GONE: MEMOIRS OF DREW MID-
DLETON, Quadrangle/The New York Times Book Co., cl973. 
284 p. $7.95. 
One of our most respected reporters has written his memoirs 
from the spring of 1939 to the closing months of 1971, from the 
immediately pre-war days in London through the difficult and 
dangerous years of war and the equally difficult if not so ob-
viously dangerous post-war period, the cold war, the development 
of Africa, Vietnam, and the Near-East conflict. He ends his sober 
re-appraisal with a brief survey of Russia and its European 
presence - and warns that both Europe and America are com-
placently ignoring an enormous concentration of weaponry greater 
than Hitler's and equally foreboding. 
THE OFFENSES OF RICHARD M. NIXON: A GUIDE FOR 
THE PEOPLE OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, by 
William A. Dobrovir [et al.] with a forward by Raoul Berger 
New York, Public Issues Press, Quadrangle/The New York 
Times Book Co. c1973, 1974. 169 p., paper, $3.00. 
The publishers say in their flyer that this book was rushed 
through for February publication in order to clarify the issues of 
impeachment. Part I spells out in detail the charges which may 
be brought against Nixon and the legal penalties for each. Part II 
details the evidence, Part III explains the basis for charging Nixon 
and the standards of evidence, and Part IV gives the text of the 
provisions of the laws involved. 
COMING APART: AN INFORMAL HISTORY OF AMERICA 
IN THE 1960's, by William L. O'Neill, New York : Quadrangle/ 
The New York Times Book Co. cl971, paperback edition 1973, 
442 xxvip., illus., ports. $3.95. 
It is difficult to write the history of contemporary events and 
few attempt it - even fewer succeed. Mr. O'Neill has collected and 
synthesized a great deal of material, but, like his title, it seems to 
have "come apart." Political and cultural history are separated, so 
that we go to 1965 with one and then to 1970 with the other, then 
back to 1965 to pick up the political again. The chapters are di-
vided from each other by short essays on miscellaneous topics, 
which, while interesting and well written, enhance the feeling of 
disunity. 
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ELEANOR ROOSEVELT: Her Day, a personal album, by A. 
David Gurewitsch, M.D., with an introduction by D. William 
Korey and the full text of the Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights. Foreward by Franklin D. Roosevelt, Jr. New York, 
Quadrangle/ The New York Times Book Co. in cooperation with 
the Interchange Foundation. 160 p., chiefly illus., ports. $7.95; 
paper $3.95. 
For 16 years Dr. Gurewitsch was personal physician and atten-
dant to Mrs. Roosevelt, often accompanying her on her travels to 
foreign countries. Over the years his always warm regard for her 
deepened, so that he became, as F.D.R., Jr. writes in his forward 
"her trusted and loyal friend and, in many ways, occupied the role 
of a devoted son." 
While some of the photographs are of "official" occasions most 
are more personal and intimate. Pictures and commentary are un-
abashedly and touchingly sentimental, stressing not only Mrs. 
Roosevelt's remarkable contributions to the betterment of life but 
also her warm and generous nature. It is sad that Dr. Gurewitsch 
did not live to see the final publication of his pictorial eulogy of 
one of the truly remarkable women of all time. 
SUPPLEMENT TO THE OXFORD COMPANION TO CAN-
ADIAN HISTORY AND LITERATURE. General editor, Will-
iam Toye. Toronto, et al., Oxford University Press, 1973. 319 p. 
$9.50. 
As its name indicates, this volume is a supplement to the excel-
lent volume published in 1967 by Norah Story. The 37 countrib-
utors to this edition have, in general, followed the format of their 
predecessor - there are biographical sketches or references to 
genre studies for personal names, and essays, including criticisms, 
for many subjects or genres. The quantity of material that has ap-
peared in the last six years is truly remarkable. Many readers will 
appreciate the fact that all entries, including those on French lan-
guage material are in English. 
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The Pacific Center for Western Historical Studies is 
proud to present the 4th Monograph - Martin Murphy 
Jr.: California Pioneer 1844-1884 by Sister Gabrielle 
Sullivan. 
Sister Gabrielle Sullivan, a second-generation native of San 
Francisco, entered the Congregation of Notre Dame de Namur 
in 1929. After almost two decades of elementary teaching and 
administration, Sister devoted thirteen years to teaching history, 
English and religion at the high school level. Since 1964, Sister 
Gabrielle has been on the faculty of College of Notre Dame. As 
Assistant Professor of History, Sister Gabrielle has specialized in 
American Studies and Western Culture. As a particular responsi-
bility Sister has been the Foreign Student Advisor and moderator 
of the International Club. In 1966 Sister Gabrielle was Assistant 
Director of the Oxford Program sponsored by the College of 
Notre Dame and in 1970 coordinated the Orient '70 Tour for the 
College. 
Holding a bachelor's degree in history from the College of Holy 
Names and a master's degree from the Catholic University of 
America in the same field, Sister Gabrielle completed an excel-
lent thesis on Martin Murphy, }r: California Pioneer· 1844-1884. 
Sister is a member of the Organization of American Historians, 
Oral History Association, National Association of Foreign Student 
Affairs and local historical associations. Sister Gabrielle is also 
a member of the Team for Campus Ministry and the Committee 
on Graduate Fellowships and Assistantships at College of Notre 
Dame. 
Please send me ········---- copies of Martin Murphy, Jr: 
Cali fornia Pioneer at $4.50 per copy. 
Name--------------------·--·------------------------------··-------·--· ·· -------------
Address -------------------------------------- --- --------------------------- ------- --
FfJRT RfJSS RESTIJRII TlfJN 
Fort Ross - the Russian outpost in California from 1812 to 1841. 
' 
-" 
This was the Russian Orthodox Chapel at Fort Ross as it looked 
after authentic reconstruction that began in 1955. Building with 
pegs and century-old timbers made the structure as close to the 
1825 original as possible 
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In October 1970, the carefully restored chapel, including the ori-
ginal roof that survived the 1906 earthquake, burned to the ground. 
Citizens responded to requests for funds to restore the chapeU 
Government money teas added to private contributions and a new 
chapel has risen on the site of the old. Rebuilding teas completed 
in May, 1974. 
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With the park grounds already scarred from the loss of the Chapel, 
fire struck again in july 1971. This time the Commander's House 
was gutted, the second oldest tcooden structure in the 'Vest . 
Burned site of Chapel at Fort Ross. 
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Now the Commander's House has been completed and the mu-
seum reopened June 8, 1974. 
While the fire damage was being repaired, improvements were 
also made. Today the highway goes around, not through the park. 
The parking lot is outside of the grounds where it belongs out of 
eye and camera range and where picnic facilities are available. 
The Fort Ross Advisory Committee is sponsoring other improve-
ments including a visitor's center. Contributions may be sent to 
j\Jirs. ]annette Rowsson, Chairman of the Fort Ross Advisory Com-
mittee, 21385 Coast Highway No. 1, Jenner, California. 
The damage to Fort Ross from the 1970 and 1971 fires has been 
visually repaired. Once again it is a fascinating site to visit; to 
recall the days of the Russians in California; to speculate on other 
courses history might have taken. 
Some of the original Russian craftsmanship was lost in the fires 
and it cannot be replaced. These flames demonstrated how quickly 
the tangible evidence of history can be destroyed. The reconstmc-
tions of the Chapel and the Commander's House demonstrate, in 
turn, how much we value our history and how willing Californians 
are to preserve it. 
What wonder the Russian builders would have felt if they had 
known their tiny outpost would survive and stand, rebuilt, a cen-
tury and a half later. 
1 The Pacific Historian, Volume 14, Number 4, Fall 1970, p. 55. 
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Commander's House at Fort Ross before 1971 fire. 
The original Russian building had housed the Fort's museum, but 
fortunately most of the precious artifacts escaped damage from the 
fire. Work began on the restoration of the Commander's House, 
too. 
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Clwpel at Fort Ross from Eight-Sided Blockhouse 
Chapel from Seven-Sided Blockhouse. 
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Mahogany shaving cabinet of ]edediah Smith. One of his holster 
pistols and holsterS thereof. Photo Courtesy Kansas Historical Society 
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PRESENTATION SPEECH GIVEN BY JULIAN SMITH BACON, JR., 
JEDEDIAH SMITH'S GREAT GRAND NEPHEW, AT THE JEDEDIAH 
SMITH ANNUAL BREAKFAST, MARCH 23, 1974, AT THE UNIVERSITY 
OF THE PACIFIC, STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA. 
My words today are fmm my father's notes of 1926 
during the ]edediah Smith centennial. He used these 
notes when he spoke at the dedication of the bronze 
plaque to ]edediah, located at the corner of Carthay 
Center and Wilshire Bl'Ud. , in Los Angeles, California. 
Y au will understand, of course, I have revised all 
family references down by one generation in order that 
they be correct for my speaking these words today. 
"My great grandfather, Peter Smith, who was ]ecle-
diah's younger brother and partner in his [Jed's] last 
venture, continued ·in the business after ]edediah's death. 
My grandmother, Evelyn [Smith] Bacon, as a young 
girl, spent many years traveling the West tcith her 
father and mother, Peter and juline Smith." 
"just after the turn of the century [ 1900] my grand-
mother spent considerable time gathering data and go-
ing to places of historical interest which had been 
visited by ]edediah and her father, Peter Smith. My 
Father was with her on many of these trips which made 
]edediah and events of those other years very real and 
close to him." 
May I ;ust say here that tee spoke of him as Uncle 
]edediah in our household. 
"I only hope the adventurers of today who are ad-
vancing the scientific frontiers, are as courageous and 
farsighted as our forefathers and that their discoveries 
tcill open up as many marvelous vistas and produce as 
many opportunities for the generations to follow as did 
the discoveries of ]edediah Strong Smith and his 
contemporaries." 
That is the end of my father's notes. 
I want you to know that it was Troy Tuggle, a mem-
ber of your Society, who is in part responsible for my 
gifts today to the Stuart Library. His many letters and 
visits to my home convinced me that the dedicated 
members of the ]edediah Smith Society should be the 
recipients of these artifacts. 
JuLIAN SMITH BAcoN, JR. 
